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There's only one loony left and he's in the White House

“Politics from the
Papard”
UNACCEPTABLE FACE
OF THE LOONY LEFT
PARTY MANIFESTO

that deep down Robert Mugabe loves them
really. Gipsies and Travellers will, of
course, feel free to turn up in their
caravans and take over any State or
country without warning - could be Wales
next month and Belarus next month.
Mobile refugee camps will also be set up
for the populations temporarily displaced
by these homelands. What fun - everyone
having endless holidays abroad!

Vote for us and we promise to:
1.

Put a sex worker (prostitute) of either
gender on every corner of every street in
the land; an essential social service to stop
all sex crimes. We will provide free sexual
services to pensioners on the NHS.

2.

Ban all sport on the main TV channels
because it interferes with essential viewing
like Coronation Street and EastEnders.
Ban all sport from being shown in pubs and
other public places frequented by nonsports fans. Football chants banned
outside of stadiums.

3.

4.

Abolish child benefit and replace it with a
Brat Tax for the 3rd child and more. Tax
everybody who increases the world
overpopulation problem by sprogging brats
at the drop of a hat, which then have to be
educated at public expense. We will
promote homosexuality as a 100% sure
form of birth control, and give tax
concessions to all childless singles/couples
regardless of sexual orientation.

5.

Abolish unemployment benefit. Make every
able bodied person work for their State
benefits by clearing litter in the streets,
doing charity work, helping our overworked
nurses in hospitals, helping old ladies get
on buses or carrying their shopping,
helping Chuck Daines to cross the road
and speak with a Cockney accent, etc.

6.

Pensions of £100 a week at age 50 for
everybody.

7.

Free public transport. Tramways on every
road in the country. Free bicycles for
everybody. Ban all cars.

8.

Rent free council housing (with gardens
and swimming pools) for everyone. Ban all
privately owned homes.

9.

A 25-hour working week on full pay with
free all-inclusive holidays abroad or at
home.

10. A Robin Hood tax to pay for these
excellent public services. Rob the rich and
give it to the poor! When they become rich,
rob it back again and give it to the ex-rich
who are now poor - the system can't fail!

Mobile homelands for minorities. Gays and
gipsies were persecuted by the Nazis, but
they never got a homeland. Gipsies like to
travel, so we came up with the idea of
mobile homelands. Each continent or big
country like the USA will host a minority
group for a 10 year period. For instance,
Zionists to be given one of the States of
the USA for a decade (well the Mormons
already have Utah), then move on to say
Siberia or Australia. Communists will move
north from Cuba to Florida and teach Jeb
the foolproof way to rig elections, Gays will
take over Queensland in Australia, then
move on to Zimbabwe because they know

11. Establish penal colonies on Mars for
violent criminals. Remission for good
behaviour to the moon, Space Station 2
and then Siberia.
12. Replace the old fogeys on Mount
Rushmore with the faces of Jerry Lee
Lewis, Chuck Berry, Little Richard and Bill
Haley - the true original Famous Faces of
Rock!
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13. Kick out the Windsors and replace them
with the Disney family. King Donald and
Queen Minnie forever!

dollar, pound, euro, yen, etc. will be the 45
disk. The more obscure the label and
artist, the greater the value. Nobody plays
these things anymore anyway, they are
stored away in collections while everybody
plays CDs, so let's make use of these
flexible plastic friends! A bit awkward to
carry around, but if you need small change,
autographs of musicians and singers will
suffice. Gene Vincent's will be worth a
packet, but you can pick up Chuck Daines'
for the equivalent of about 6p! He'll sign
anything as long as it's not a blank check.

14. Eliminate War Criminals and Dictators.
Using superlumic (faster than light)
technology we will travel back in time and
sterilize their parents so preventing Hitler,
Stalin, Pol Pot, Milosovic, etc. from ever
being born.
15. Promote breeding with extraterrestrials to
produce a more highly advanced
civilization (human/ET hybrids will be
exempt from the Brat Tax listed in 3.
above). Get a government grant to build a
UFO landing apron in YOUR garden and
encourage a blond(e) ET cutie to come in
for coffee! (Too bad if you end up with one
of those unattractive dome headed,
pointed chinned type ETs - just close your
eyes and think of Memphis!)

18. Free beer for all the workers!
19. Free aspirins for all the hangovers.
20. ‘Tales From The Woods’ to be the
worldwide organ of the Party, printed in all
languages. Start opening up those Cyrillic,
Chinese, Korean and Urdu alphabet font
windows you Clapham Junction crowd!
(And don't go blaming Victoria for that
Eurostar train which went down the wrong
track - we know that was the week ‘Tales
From The Woods’ was being proof-read!)
(hankyoony – H)

16. World mobility scheme. As well as mobile
homelands for minorities, there will be
transfers of entire populations from the
developed world to the underdeveloped
world and vice versa, so all get an equal
share of the world's resources. Americans
and Africans, Europeans and citizens of
the Indian subcontinent, North and South
Korea will exchange their populations
every 50 years. Again, endless holidays for
everyone!

VOTE LOONY LEFT! (With apologies to the Late
Great Screamin' Lord Sutch and His Official
Monster Raving' Loony Party)

Tony “Happy Pappy” Papard









17. The new world currency replacing the
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some mythical age when steam trains puffed
through fields of bluebells, working men wore
cloth caps, bobbies on bicycles two by two,
everyone knew their place and stood up for ‘God
Save the Queen’. Ian Duncan-Smith felt at home,
we suspect, mixing with his own from Cotswold,
Wiltshire and Norfolk – places over-represented
on this march, where inter-breeding is still actively
encouraged.
The heir to the throne, Prince Charles, was by all
accounts kept pretty busy in the weeks leading up
to the march, writing letters to the Blair
administration in defence of the cause so close to
his heart, allegedly casting great sympathy for the
employees of the country sports who would find
themselves without a job. I don't recall our
beloved Prince showing such concern when, back
in the Eighties, the Screaming Handbag was
closing down the coal mines, steel works,
shipyards etc. throwing endless thousands onto
the dole queues or, far more recently, in fact just
months ago, when the threat of ID cards being
forced upon the populace reared its ugly head
once again, a piece of anti-civil liberty politics
which appears to be an obsession with the neoauthoritarian Home Secretary David Blunkett. But,
of course, we live in a liberal democracy and
Prince Charles is fully entitled to write whatever he
chooses. The monarchy, above all of us, have
everything to be thankful for, living in such a
system and bearing in mind his great uncle the
Duke of Windsor (briefly King Edward VIII) was
able to benefit the most from such a system of
government along with his American born wife
Wallis Simpson. They would not have lived a life
of comparative luxury in exile in the south of
France from the immediate post-war years
through to the end of their lives. The bastards
would have hung for treason.

The unspeakable pursuing the uneatable or, as
they choose to call themselves somewhat more
diplomatically, the Countryside Alliance. Public
schools laid on coaches to bring the offspring of
the established order to London for the protest
march, feisty men-only clubs threw open their
doors for the first time in their long elitist history,
providing refreshments and relaxation for all in
sympathy with their cause. Naturally the right wing
press would be found falling over themselves with
glee the following day. 400,000 Attend Anti Blair
Protest March screamed the hysterical headlines
of the Daily Mail. The Daily Telegraph allowed
itself, uncharacteristically, to be a little more
cautious with the actual figures although the
message was obviously the same.
A New Scotland Yard official, who frequents a
watering hole close to Marble Arch where the
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board enjoy a
little relaxation after a long arduous day and
together we often share views over a pint or two,
allowed himself a knowing, sly grin on being
asked what he would consider the actual
numbers. He felt that maybe the figures were a
little generous but what is certain, the pro foxhunting brigade, sorry I mean Countryside
Alliance, were to say the least extremely wellorganised – a presence seen and felt. Virtually all
the main arteries into London were blocked but
what is odd is that these roads were blocked in
the opposite direction as well, which beggars the
question, why were so many people in their
tweeds, Wellington boots and green suits seen to
be driving out of London at the same time as so
many of their contemporaries were driving in?

Exactly one week later and there is another march
in our capital city although this one attracting
much more diverse people. I mean, of course, the
anti-war demonstration that, Saturday morning,
found yours truly up at the crack of dawn (well
almost) helping the young French student Marc,
who is staying at Hotel Queen Anne at present, to
make placards to carry on the march, declaring
his opposition and that of the 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board, to the likelihood of a war
with Iraq. I possess very little paternal instincts
preferring, as I do, a life of total self-indulgence
but, as I helped him to knock up the placards, I
felt that if he was my own son I would be really
proud of him going off to his first ever
demonstration.

Yours truly can bear witness to this fact – on
arriving by train at London Victoria around midday
the station was teeming with these tweeds and
plus-four anachronisms yet as many were
boarding trains departing London as there were
arriving. At midday the march had barely begun,
so why were so many leaving the point of
demonstration so early? Likewise why did so
many turn their vehicles around and head out as
their friends headed in? Very strange, don't you
agree folks? Ian Duncan-Smith, leader of the
Conservative Party (and Flat Earth Society)
attended of course, mingling amongst and
chatting happily with his rapidly dwindling army of
supporters, no doubt some reminiscing about

Well folks, what a vastly different reaction from
the media. No big black headlines on the front of
the following day's newspapers. Tucked away
safely from harm's way somewhere in the middle
maybe. Even my own newspaper, which I have
subscribed to faithfully for a number of years, the
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Observer, saw fit to reduce it to page four news.
Likewise, television and radio bulletins chose to
place it low down on their coverage. I witnessed a
particular clip on a TV bulletin where a police
spokesman with a bemused expression and
patronising manner suggested that maybe 5,000
turned out for the march, which of course was
ludicrously underrated. Even certain sections of
the right-wing press later reluctantly suggested the
numbers were around 20,000, others with more
liberal tendencies placed the figure around
40,000. We neither saw nor read much of their
speeches in Hyde Park. There was a short clip on
TV of former Labour MP Tony Benn addressing
the crowd, although the helicopter that hovered
above drowning out his speech was suspiciously
absent. Equally helicopters hovering above the
marchers as they made their way along Whitehall
were magically missing from the TV film
coverage.

wrong place at the right time; instead of being at
the pick-up point outside Dingwalls at 3:00pm, it
found itself waiting for us at Little Venice, leaving
us all to kick our heels for 45 minutes while it
wended its way along the Regents Canal.
Gremlins attacked once on board as the tape I
had prepared for the trip sounded diabolical on the
boat’s PA system and soon had to be abandoned.
Luckily, a couple of guests had brought along
tapes in case they were needed. Certainly an
embarrassment spared.
A special thank you must go out to two 'Tales
From The Woods' contributors/subscribers, Dickie
Tapp (aka Blues Boy) and photographer genius
Paul Harris who drove the considerable distance
from their Sussex homes only to be beaten by a
traffic jam near Richmond Park. Sadly they had to
give up and slowly battle with the traffic,
homeward bound, clocking up 150 miles for a
wasted round trip. All I can say is thank you for
trying – I am indeed touched by your loyalty.

The question must be asked – what was so
important to push the anti-war march from the
front page? What earth-shattering event?
Disaster, tragedy or terrorism maybe? Well not
quite. The revelation that former hapless Tory MP
Edwina Currie had a four-year affair with the
former Conservative Prime Minister John Major
which happened, wait for it, almost a dozen years
ago! We here at the 'Tales From The Woods'
editorial board were stunned into disbelief,
believing that the grey man of politics did not have
it in him. Obviously there is more to him than
mushy peas or perhaps it’s his secret Vegetarian
Viagra. But the timing, Edwina? Not the best time
to reveal an illicit affair, on the eve of the
Conservative Party conference. Scratch away at
the surface a little and the motives take on a far
more sinister perspective. Edwina Currie makes
no secret of her admiration for the gangster Prime
Minister of Israel and Middle East foreign policy
adviser to the United States, Ariel Sharon. Was
she just helping out an old friend whose country
has the most to gain from a war with Iraq?

For me and, I expect, for many of you, one of the
day's highlights was to present the second 'Tales
From The Woods’ Hall of Fame award to our
good friend Brian Clark, otherwise known as
Bopping Brian or Hardrock Bunter. Brian, despite
a job which involves extremely anti-social hours
i.e. night work Mondays to Fridays with just
weekends free, has turned out for over 65 gigs so
far this year. His devotion to live music is truly in
the spirit of the 'Tales From The Woods' Hall of
Fame awards, way and above the call of duty.
This alone would have made Brian eligible and
yet, amazingly, he still finds time to contribute disc
and show reviews for the magazine every month,
virtually almost since its inception, and more
recently his wonderful Jackie Wilson series which
I am sure you would all agree with me is, at the
very least, equal if not superior to anything you'll
find in 'Tales From The Woods' glossy and more
expensive contemporaries.

Keith Woods








The Keith Woods’ Riverboat
Shuffle Birthday Bash
Sunday 22nd September
Hi folks, your editor here, turning out for a special
page 4 instalment to thank everyone who turned
up for my birthday party on the Camden Canal,
not just for coming but also for the cards and
presents. What a great bunch you are out there in
'Tales From The Woods' land. Of course, like all
best laid plans, no matter how well you think you
have explained your requirements somehow they
get misinterpreted. This day was no exception.
Like the boat somehow magically being in the

Credit must also be given to Dr Charles Dale who
suggested Brian for induction and to Ken Major
whose talented hands created the award. It
certainly came as a surprise to Brian, who was
almost lost for words, but once he regained his
composure he contacted 'Tales From The Woods'
towers a short while later to advise us all that the
award proudly takes its place amongst his
treasured record collection and memorabilia.
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We have some great home-grown British talent in
the Rock’n’Roll field. Bands like The Avengers,
The Rimshots, Graham Fenton's Matchbox,
Sandy Ford's Flying Saucers and Crazy Cavan 'n'
The Rhythm Rockers. For some strange reason,
which I just can't fathom, there is a snobbish
attitude to Cavan's band from some quarters. I
don't know if it is professional jealousy or what; I
wonder if these people have ever listened to their
excellent recordings, or really watched and
listened to their live performances? With remarks
like 'just a noise', 'just screaming', 'technically
deficient' I wonder if people are talking about the
same band which I have been following faithfully
for over 30 years now, along with Graham Fenton
and Sandy Ford's various line-ups.

The Camden Brasserie was the restaurant venue
for those who could attend. It was a rare treat as
‘Tales From The Woods’ man of mystery ‘H’ and
his friend Tina, who I know many of you were
eager to meet, joined us. Certainly an extremely
enjoyable day as even the weather was, for the
most part, kind. 'Tales From The Woods' raises a
glass to you all and looks forward to next year.
Any ideas folks?

Cavan's latest CD is absolutely brilliant. Two
words from the CD booklet sum up their
recordings and the band's live performances 'electrifying' and 'excitement'. Linda Gail's brilliant
piano work on eight of the tracks on this CD only
add to the overall sound of some of the best
Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly ever recorded, certainly by
anyone in this country (and I include bands like
The Rolling Stones).

GANG MEET UP

All the tracks on this CD are winners (the weakest
for me is ‘Gamblin' Bar-room Blues’); there are
Rock’n’Roll standards given the Cavan treatment,
three self-penned numbers from lead singer
Cavan Grogan (‘Frankie Got A Quiff’, ‘Teddy Boy
Flick Knife Rock’n’Roll and ‘I'm Gone’) - all
excellent, and the latter roars along at a frantic
pace. Then there is some great country in the
form of ‘Wolverton Mountain’, ‘Crazy Moon’, etc.
Linda's piano work is really beautiful on the latter,
quite frantic on some of the fast tracks. ‘Crazy
Moon’ also benefits from some great country
fiddle from Dave Wood.

In the meantime the next gang meet up will be on
Friday 1st November at the One Tun in Goodge
Street. We are checking out another new venue
this month. Turn right out of Goodge Street tube
station, walk approximately 50 yards along
Tottenham Court Road before turning right into
Goodge Street. Walk 150 yards approximately
and the One Tun is situated on the right hand
side. From 18:30 hours onwards, departing for a
meal at 20:15. Look forward to seeing you all.

What makes Cavan's band so great for me is the
sheer electrifying excitement of the driving rhythm
from Dan Coffey's brother Mike on drums and
Terry Walley on rhythm guitar, Lyndon Needs'
absolutely brilliant lead guitar and primal screams,
and Cavan Grogan's fantastic voice, equally
suited to Rock’n’Roll, rockabilly and country, plus
his unique song-writing ability. (On the last LP I
have by them 'It's Wild It's Weird It's Crazy'
recorded 1996 and also excellent, Grogan wrote
12 of the 13 tracks, Lyndon Needs writing the
other one).

Keith Woods








“Papard’s Playlist”

You've done it again, Cavan, this time using other
people's material for a lot of the numbers and
creating great new versions.
Hard to pick
favourite tracks from such an outstanding CD, but
‘Rhythm Rockin' Blues’, ‘Frankie Got A Quiff’,
‘Lizzy Beth’, ‘Teddy Boy Flick Knife Rock'n'Roll’,
‘Crazy Moon’ and ‘I'm Gone’ stick in my mind after
one playing. This CD makes you wanna get up
and BOP!

RHYTHM ROCKIN' BLUES - Crazy Cavan 'n'
The Rhythm Rockers, Crazy Rhythm CRCD07.
Rhythm Rockin' Blues | They Raided The Joint |
Frankie Got A Quiff | Wolverton Mountain | The Feeling
Of Love | Lizzy Beth | Crazy Love | I Go Ape |
Somebody's Stealin' My Baby | Gamblin' Bar-room
Blues | Teddy Boy Flick Knife Rock'n'Roll | Crazy Moon
| Ooh Sugar | I'm Gone
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AGED TO PERFECTION, The Original Comets,
Rollin' Rock CD-114.

CD OF THE MONTH
LAMONT DOZIER
An American Original...
Hithouse 80972

Happy Baby | Don't Push Your Luck | Viagra Rock |
You're The Greatest | Dim Dim The Lights | Burn That
Candle | Two Hound Dogs | We Ain't Dead Yet | I've
Got Love For You Baby | Somewhere There's A
Woman | Eat Your Heart Out Annie | Buona Sera | Car
Jam | Rock Around The Clock 2002.

Where Did Our Love Go : This Old Heart Of Mine
: (Love Is Like A) Heatwave : Stop! In The Name
Of Love : My World Is Empty Without You : I Hear
A Symphony : Baby I Need Your Lovin' : Baby
Love : I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey
Bunch) : How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By You) :
Reach Out, I'll Be There : Reflections.

Who'd have thought after two of the four
BeatLESS had died, plus members of The Who
and Rolling Stones and a host of other rock and
pop stars, Bill Haley's Original Comets would still
be around performing live shows and recording
CDs as they rock into the 21st Century? These
guys are truly amazing and this CD is well worth
buying if only for the new material like the great
‘Viagra Rock’ and ‘We Ain't Dead Yet’. The lead
vocals on the five Haley originals is done by
Britisher Jacko Buddin, but original Comet
Marshall Lytle takes the lead vocal on no less than
six tracks (including the two tracks just
mentioned), and Joey D'ambrosio takes the lead
on three, including the great split-rhythm ‘Buona
Sera’ with it's Neapolitan feel. Franny Beecher
leads and wrote the instrumental ‘Car Jam’.

Our chums at record corner have certainly come
up trumps this time, finally locating this hard to
find Grammy nominated CD, and dispelling
rumours of its existence into reality.

For me the tracks sung by the original Comets are
the most interesting ones, with all due respects to
Jacko who has an impossible task trying to
improve on Haley's original vocals. He does give
his own interpretation, but for me it is the original
Comets I bought the CD for, and got it
autographed for its future historic value. There are
two great ballads from Marshall – ‘You're The
Greatest’ and ‘Somewhere There's A Woman’; the
rest is pretty rocking for guys in their 60s, 70s and
80s.

An American Original is a collection of Motown's
songwriting machine Holland/Dozier/Holland's
greatest hits, completely re-arranged and
recorded in a quiet storm style by the great one.
Featuring real musicians, including the wonderful
Gerald Albright on sax, and many of those who
played on his classic solo period for ABC and WB.
The toons need no introduction, do they? But
along with different arrangements to the originals
and Lamont's laid back restrained approach, his
reinterpretation of these timeless golden nuggets
is so fresh, you could be hearing them for the first
time, woven into a heartfelt songbook.

Favourite tracks for me are ‘Viagra Rock’, ‘You're
The Greatest’, ‘We Ain't Dead Yet’, ‘Somewhere
There's A Woman’ and ‘Eat Your Heart Out Annie’
all by Marshall on vocals, and ‘I Want You To Be
My Baby’ and ‘Buona Sera’ with Joey D'Ambrosio
on vocals. ‘Rock Around The Clock 2002’ is also
well worth having for its 21st century tag amazing this historic record has just been rerecorded by the original Comets in 2002!

Tony ‘Hardrock?’ Papard







What stands out is a chance to hear the lyrics and
marvel at the quality of the songs, which tended to
get lost on the original recordings, as Motown
were much more into a sound than words.
Lamont's distinctive vocals are in cracking form,
maturing like vintage cheese, full of artistry,,
creativity, everything you would expect from a
deserving legend. Every track is oozing with soul
class and more. This is as good as anything he
has put out, I recommend this highly, twelve
masterpieces from a soul master.



SOUL KITCHEN
Hi. The soul train isn't in need of Central trains’
latest idea to combat leaves on the line, Fairy
Liquid. The gang of squeezes are not required for
our Soul Train, powered only by hot soul vinyl,
riding the rails in an air of grooves. Our night train
is ready to shunt out of the sidings, although a few
carriages short this time, warm spicy soul food is
being served in the buffet, so lets steam away.
First stop Solomon Burke.

RATING (out of 5) 4 15/16 Soulboys
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be Original's Walter Gaines and C P Spencer.

THE LAMONT DOZIER STORY
Part 1 - THE EARLY YEARS
If soul were a pair of underpants, Lamont Dozier
would certainly stretch his elastic. A genuine giant
of soul. Born 1st of June 1941 in Detroit Michigan.
Raised in a musical environment, both his parents
sang, his Grandmother, who was a respected
classical pianist, did a lot to encourage Lamont to
get into music. So surrounded by music as a child
it was only naturally that their musical influences
would ingrain themselves on young Lamont. His
initial grounding was naturally singing in his local
Baptist church choir. By the age of twelve young
Lamont was writing his own material.

They released two singles on Anna, 'Hope And
Pray' / 'Oops I'm Sorry' 101 and 'Needed' /
'Needed (For Lovers Only)' 102. Anna Records
grew with a distribution deal with Chess Records.
One of the first artists that had signed to Anna
was Ty (Tyrone) Hunter, whom Lamont started to
write songs for, chalking up some pretty good
sellers. On this success in 1960 Lamont released
his first solo offering using the pseudonym of
Lamont Anthony 'Let's Talk It Over', a song later
reworked as 'Darling Baby' for the Elgins, b/w
'Benny The Skinny Man' Anna 1125. Although
Anna records had success with Joe Tex and Ty
Hunter, the label soon folded. He appears again
as Lamont Anthony with a release in 1961 'Just
To Be Loved' / 'I Didn't Know' Checkmate 1001.

He makes his professional debut at the age of
fourteen with a vocal group he had formed in
Detroit, The Romeos, along with Tyrone Hunter
(later to be part of The Originals), Gene Dyer, Ken
Johnson, Leon Ware and Don Davenport. The
group answered an ad in a local paper for
unknown talent to audition for Fox Records, a
local Detroit independent company, run by George
Braxton. They were signed and in 1957 the group
made their first recordings, releasing two singles
'Gone, Gone, Get Away' / 'Let's Be Partners' Fox
749 and 'Moments To Remember You By' / 'Fine,
Fine Baby' Fox 846. This release was eventually
leased to Atlantic which was released on Atco
6107.

Berry Gordy had formed the independent Tamla
Records label in 1959, his first release was Marv
Johnson's 'Come To Me'. It was the third release
Marv Johnson's 'You Got What It Takes' that gave
him a big hit, and along with Barrett Strong's
'Money' which followed shortly after, this being
released on Gwen's Anna label, because of
Chess distribution deal, paved the way for Gordy
to launch Motown record corporation. In 1960
Lamont joined the label as songwriter, producer
and singer, and as the rise of Tamla grew, so did
Lamont's songwriting activities. One last attempt
as a solo artist saw the release in 1962, a
collaboration with Brian Holland, a catchy ditty that
sounded a bit dated even in 1962, 'Dearest One' /
'Fortune Teller Tell Me' Mel-o-dy 102, a short lived
Motown subsidiary.

Although they were doing fairly well on the local
scene around Michigan and Ohio, the group were
competing with an enormous array of doo-wop
vocal groups around at the time, they sort of
simply got lost in the pile and folded, leaving
Lamont to make his first attempt at striking out on
his own. Late 1958 Lamont left Detroit for New
York. There he married Ann and tried a regular
job, working for a Root Beer company, but was
soon back in Detroit. Around 1959 he met up with
Berry Gordy, who had written a couple of
successful songs for Jackie Wilson and was now
broadening his activities as a record company
owner. Berry Gordy's sister Gwen, had Anna
Records, who were auditioning for a singer for the
The Voice Masters, so through Berry's
recommendation, Lamont joined quite an
impressive line up which included his friend, ex
Romeos Tyrone Hunter, David Ruffin, and other to

But it was his compositions that were to gain
success, along with Brian Holland, and Freddie
Gorman. They became a regular writing and
production team. In 1963 Brian's brother Eddie
who had a national hit in 1962 with 'Jamie', who
hated singing to a live audience, joined the team,
replacing Freddie, who was reluctant to give up
his day job, but was soon to return to music as
lead singer of the Originals.
So the great songwriting machine was born. Their
first collaboration 'Locking Up My Heart' by the
Marvelettes wasn't a great success, but in June
1963 'Come Get These Memories' was a smash
for Martha And The Vandellas, being the first of a
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searing succession of top hits for the threesome.
Their vibrant rhythm and cyclical song structure,
initiating the Motown Sound, made for a
distinctive, unforgettable formula that ruled the air
waves in the early sixties. Soul classics for just
about every Motowner flowed from their pens. In
1966 they quit Motown where over the six years
this partnership had been responsible for writing
and producing a staggering ninety million record
sales, give or take one. (to be continued).

proceeded to shoot herself !
JAPANESE HIT PARADE.
Top Twelve 14/9/1981
A nostalgic trip for our Japanese readers.
Toshihiko Tahara
Kanashimi Two Young
Imokin Trio
High School Lullaby
Tsukasa Ito
Shoujo Ningyou
Yumi Matsutoya
Mamotte Agetai
Toshiyuki Nishida Moshimo Piano Ga Hiketanara
Seiko Matsuda
Shiroi Parasol
Jun Horie
Memory Glass
Creation
Lonely Heart
Jouji Yamamoto
Michinoku Hitori
Hitomi Ishikawa
Machibuse
Naoko Kawai
Moonlight Kiss
Venus
Kiss Wa Me Ni Shite
Artist is on the left hand side
facing.

CLICKS and FLUFF
ITS IN THE WORDS
(ex Vinyl Spotlight)
CLARENCE SCOTT Sadness For
Things
Sometimes it's pleasing to feel
glad for someone who's really
down on his luck, because if
Clarence was a happy man, he
couldn't have recorded this deep soul gem. This
near midtempo masterpiece starts off with a brief
femme gospel flavoured back up, and in comes
Clarence's aching wailing vocals so full of passion
and sincerity, on this depressing tale, about being
sad. The backing singers temporarily ooooo aarrrr
themselves out of the picture, as Clarence’s
emotional voice compliments the swirling backing,
with every arghh and huhh dragged straight from
the guts. Deep soul doesn't get much deeper than
this.

Remember
keeping on

to

keep

on

SOULBOY
Playboy with a whole lotta
soul (and a new pic to show
off his hat extension – H)









OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKED

I have a sadness for things, yeah
a house with children, arghh arghh! where no one
sings,
for acres of wheat fields, arghh arghh! when cupboards
are bare,
for love being spoken and no one to care, huhh huhh!
for trains that ride empty and tables for one huhh huhh!
for books sad unopened and clocks that don't run,
song's soon forgotten and paths never crossed,
for wars that are fought, arghh arghh! and arms that
need love, wooh wooh!
I have a, arghh arghh! sadness for things, yeah,
forever no regret, whose phone never rings,
for it's talented parents, it sometimes, sometime
completely confused,
for words in the bible just said and never used, wooh
woooh!
for all the sick and fever, and birds that can’t fly,
street dogs and lost kittens whoo-ooh, and people that
cry,
the time and the fury, with little to show,
for those that don't listen and for those who don't know,
oooh wooo!
I have a sadness, arghhhh arghhh wooh wooh! for
things,
and home with children and nobody there can never
sing, huhh huhh!
and lonely lonely girls.

(but it went a-begging).
(Continuing Murray Robinson’s excellent recollections
of his rockin’ history).

I found it hard to study and decided to forget about
ten "O" levels and would make sure I got five
which was what seemed reasonable to would-be
employers or Grove Park, if you had VIth Form
ambitions. On Saturday afternoons, my parents
thought I was out at The Racecourse, watching
Wrexham F.C., but I was meeting up with Jim
Bloody Good Guitarist, who had quit Guitars Inc.
when it became The Bluesmasons, and my old
"mate" Dave Kirkham, now the proud owner of a
Premier drum kit. Jim had got a new Futurama
(Coronado, I think) and owned two Stanley 15 watt
amps, one for lead guitar and one for bass. I
borrowed Andy's Burns bass guitar because he
had moved on to a Bill Wyman Framus bass.
Before we knew it, we had a Tuesday night
residency at a local community centre. Because of
my music ban, I suddenly developed a passion for
"shared homework" with "friends" who always
seemed to live on the other side of Wrexham! I
couldn't even tell my brother about the band
because he was likely to blab about it to our
parents whenever I upset him, as I frequently did.
Jim called us The 3 D's (I never asked why), and
he was in his element in this group. He almost

Fades out with the female backing testifying, I
have a sadness. Brilliant.
NEAR MISS OF THE MONTH.
Al Green was badly scalded when on 18th
October 1973, one Many Woodson, aged 29,
threw boiling grits over his back, she then
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worshipped Brian Griffiths of The Big 3, and
modelled the group on them.

Gretsch Country Gentleman guitar, and a flute,
and would have been able to hold his own in any
band needing those roles to be filled. He had a
voice well-suited to singing "soul" numbers, but he
could get carried away and steadily speed up as
he sang and played the drums. At this point in
time, Ted was, perhaps, the one who had that
determined streak that was going to make the
most of any opportunity to become a star. I
suppose to us others he came across as a bit of
an old trouper with show-biz in his veins.

The summer holidays came and went, as did the
"O" level results, and I was now the holder of two!
I didn't need to be harangued by my parents and
realised that I needed a minimum of five for a
peaceful life. Andy was in the same boat as me
and so we both went back to Grove Park, not to
the VIth Form, but to V R, which probably stood
for fifth year rejects. I took a guitar sabbatical
whilst he played on with The Foreskins. At the resit, I passed my three which gave me my five "O"
levels, while Andy passed a couple, left Grove
Park, and went to work for a bank in a village
outside of town.

Jake was the bass guitarist, a Fender man, the
owner of a Fender Jazz bass and also a Fender
VI "bass" guitar. He was a lot older than the rest of
us (mid to late-twenties whilst we were still
teenagers), an excellent bass player, but very
critical, at times, of us youngsters. Ian Davies was
the keyboard man. He originally played a Farfisa
organ, but later was persuaded to acquire a
Hammond. He kept on improving and improving,
and developed a brilliant Booker T. style of
playing.

As far as my parents were concerned, I was their
son again. Five "O" levels was the basis of a
future, and so with their blessing, I could play my
guitar forever and ever, amen, and on that very
night, Jim Bloody Good Guitarist popped round to
see me. He had brought with him some guys I sort
of recognised but did not know; The Silverstones.
Whilst every band locally was still playing The
Rolling Stones type of R&B, these lads were a
Georgie Fame type band, playing Stax, Atlantic,
Tamla Motown material, "soul" as it was called
then. I had been a punter at a dance where they
had played a couple of months earlier and thought
they were 'kin good, crap name perhaps, but
good. Jim, as usual, didn't want to join a "regular"
kind of band, but thought that as I had a simple,
almost Steve Cropper style, I might be the one for
them. They offered me the job and I snatched
their hands off!

Tony Hannaby played the trumpet when I joined,
but later changed to alto, then tenor saxophone.
He also sang "soul" ballads for which he had a
clear, melodic voice. He had the ability to sleep
virtually all the time when travelling to and from
gigs, seemingly having one hell of demanding
physical day job at the time.
Roy Hamlington was on tenor saxophone, then
changed to baritone after being influenced by the
bari player of the Sid Lawrence Orchestra whom
we appeared with one night. Roy also loaned me
a Fender Jaguar guitar until I got my black 1963
Fender Stratocaster. He really worked hard at his
playing, and was moving on towards a more jazzy
style, especially after he heard Georgie Fame’s
version of ‘Pink Champagne’.

I went round to meet the management team and
was surprised to be greeted by a middle-aged
couple. I had only met managers who were in their
twenties, enthusiastic and full of Epstein-like
dreams, but this pair, Mr. And Mrs. Yeadon,
treated the band like a business. The musicians
were paid regular wages, receipts were kept for
tax purposes, expenses for strings did not come
out of your wages, the finances were audited, and
were always open for inspection when we had our
monthly "diary" meetings. Mr. Yeadon ran the
business side of the band, and was a gentleman
of the highest order, well respected by all the band
members. Mrs. Yeadon, however, was a bit of a
feisty character, with the same bloodymindedness as a certain female Prime Minister
this country once had during the last century. She
nearly always came with us on our gigs, handling
all the problems on the night, whilst we got on with
the show.

When I joined, my trusty Hofner Colorama was
sneered at by Jake who appeared to not approve
of my joining The Silverstones. I was so pleased
when Roy came to my rescue. I only wished I
could have afforded his Fender Jag, but as a
student, even with Silverstones wages, it was
never on because I also needed a 30 watt
amplifier. Mr. And Mrs. Yeadon sorted out the
problem by persuading a former member of the
band to sell me his Fender Strat. and Vox AC 30
Twin amp. for the combined sum of £120. The
Yeadons paid cash but it was going to take me
nearly a year to pay them back.
As was usual in the world of bands, there were a
few changes of personnel along the way, the first
one being the replacement of Jake with my old
school mate, Andy. Jake was probably a victim of
both age-ism and revenge. He was particularly
critical of Ian and myself (we were the youngest,
both under 17), and when he absented himself
from a couple of practices to be with his girlfriend,

The Silverstones was comprised of six members.
Ted Yeadon, the only son of the management
team, was the drummer and lead singer. He
played a Ludwig kit, similar in appearance to
Ringo Starr's, and was a confident, competent
and stylish drummer. Additionally, he owned a
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were supposed to be performing, but they didn’t
show, instead saw a local guy play some solo
Django Phil, Guy Reinhardt stuff. Clancey ‘Blues
Boy’ Lewis was due on next but he was late so his
piano player, Tom Orrel (who books the acts at
Tipitina’s) played a few numbers. Clancey ‘Blue’s
Boy’ Lewis eventually arrived, but, although
musically he was all right, his singing was terrible,
so I left. It was then off for the finale with Joe
Lewis Walker - what a great performer. Made our
way back to the hotel for a shower and then had a
nice meal. We went off to see Corey Harris,
Tommy McLain and C C Adcock at the Mermaid
Lounge. Corey Harris produced a great Delta
blues sound, Tommy McLain was good, C C
Adcock was excellent and we finally got to bed at
3.50am.

we all noticed the improvement in the general
atmosphere in the room. When we had our next
monthly meeting, the situation was discussed, and
Ian and I had no hesitation in voting him out of the
band.
Andy's joining of the group was not only a result of
me championing his cause, but was also because
he had played in a previous band with Ian. His
reputation as a top quality bass player was well
known amongst Wrexham guitarists. Andy joined
us, bringing along his new Gibson solid bass
guitar and his Vox T60 bass amp. His enthusiasm
worked well for the good of the group, and Ted
found an ally (or was it a rival?) re: attitude. They
seemed to both be competing for "the most
determined member of the band to succeed"
prize.
To be continued
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DAY FIFTEEN: MAY 4 (Saturday)
Got up at 9.30am, had breakfast and went on to
meet the others but it was midday by the time we
got moving. We saw a bit of Al Carnival Johnson’s
set, which was good, but we could only stay a
while because Lloyd Price was doing an interview
which was very interesting. We looked around the
site for a while until, at 2.30pm, Lloyd Price was
on stage, which was enjoyable. I had intended to
see Allen Toussaint and Clarence ‘Gatemouth’
Brown, but there were too many people, this being
the most crowded day (91,000 people) the biggest
on record, so I went to the Lagniappe Tent and
saw the last half hour of Woodenhead Tops (not
bad). Walked around for a while, then at 6pm it
was time for the Dixie Cups to perform which was
partly good, but other part was too showbiz.
During the afternoon I had listened to a talk on
country music and found the part about the
Louisiana Hayride most interesting. After getting
back to the hotel for a shower and then having a
meal, it was off down Bourbon Street to visit a few
bars where we watched Little Freddie King, a
blues guitar player who was very good. We
stopped off at a late night store, finally making our
way back to the hotel and bed.



WAY DOWN YONDER INC.
(Motorvatin’ Rock'n'Roll Party 1996)
(Part 4)
by Darren Vidler
nd
DAY THIRTEEN: MAY 2 (Thursday)
Got up about 9am, Martyn and I had breakfast,
then it was off to meet the others at the Provincial.
By the time we set off from there it was 12.45pm
and when we arrived at the jazz festival we
watched the Piney Woods Ramblers who were
very good. We saw some of the sets of the
Levitior’s Gospel Singers and the True Tones
Gospel Singers in the Gospel Tent. At 1.30pm
Milton Batiste, Ernie K Doe and Jessie Hill gave a
great show. Wandered around the site for a while
and at 4.20pm, again in the Gospel Tent, saw the
Dixie Hummingbirds who were outstanding, in fact
one of the group was practically getting sanctified.
Then it was off to have a wander around again,
watched the first ten minutes of Trout Fishing in
America (a comedy/folk act) who were very good.
At 5.45pm, we saw Larry McCray who, apart from
doing a fantastic set of blues, finished off the first
day of the second week of the Jazz Festival. Met
up with the others as usual at 7pm and went back
in the car with Andy, Martyn and Keith Woods who
dropped us off near the hotel where we had a
meal at the Pearl Restaurant. After the meal we
were all so tired we stayed in the hotel.

th

DAY SIXTEEN: MAY 5 (Sunday)
After a pleasant breakfast at the Pearl Restaurant,
it was off to meet the others at their hotel for the
last day of the Jazz Festival. No one was there
when we arrived, Keith Woods, Andy, Ken and
Lynne went off to the Crawfish Festival, and were
also going to visit Goldband Records on the
Monday, and the others had gone for breakfast.
Therefore, Martyn and I went to the Jazz Festival
on our own. We arrived just after 11am, so this
happened to be the earliest we had turned up
since the start of the festival. Watched Ironing
Board Sam’s set, very good. We also got to see
Willie Tee and Johnny Adam who were not
particularly impressive.

rd

DAY FOURTEEN: MAY 3 (Friday)
We had a breakfast at Mena’s in the French
quarter for a change and then went down to the
Music Factory to purchase a couple of CDs. Once
again, it was off to the Jazzfest in the car with
Andy, Keith and Martyn, arriving at the site around
midday. Watched the end of Royan and Jim
Calvin’s set (great bluegrass), then it was off to
see Clarence 'Frogman’ Henry’s good set.

Wandered around for a while, then came across
an interview with Mighty Clouds of Joy, which was
captivating, and watched Katie Webster who was

Saw a little of C C Adcock after that and on to the
Lagniappe tent where the Coushatta dancers
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also very good. At 4pm, it was time to see Bobby
Marchan - good in places but again too
showbizzy. Had a look at Katie Webster again but,
in my opinion, she came across as rather
conceited. At 5.30pm, it was time to watch Earl
King who was excellent. At 6.45pm it finished, so
along with Martyn and Ian, we had our evening
meal, before going back to the hotel and meeting
up with Jenny and Dee, where we all decided to
go to the grocery store for a drink. We all went
back to the hotel and watched a little television,
but mainly reflected on the great time we had all
had at the Jazz Festival, before making tracks for
bed.

We eventually took off at 4.50pm, touching down
at 8pm and, on arrival, we were informed that
overnight accommodation had been arranged for
us at the Sheraton Hotel in Miami. When we went
to collect our luggage, American Airlines (who we
flew with) informed us that our luggage would be
coming in shortly. As it happened, after waiting for
an hour, we endeavoured to try and find out what
exactly was happening, and were told various
stories, one of which was that our luggage had
gone to New York! By now, everyone was feeling
just a little fed up. We were finally told that our
predicament was being sorted out but couldn’t
understand why it took so long to sort out and
someone had not thought to inform us earlier
(time now 11pm).

th

DAY SEVENTEEN: MAY 6 (Monday)
Got up around 9am and had breakfast, wandered
around the French quarter, then Martyn and I
browsed around Tower Records before boarding
the ferry to Algiers. Martyn decided to go back on
the ferry as he had been over earlier in the week
(the trip over is free), while I phoned home then
had a walk round to see Bruce Kearnes Mardi
Gras World who has run the Mardi Gras since
1947 (he runs most of the festivals). However,
there was nothing else there except for a radio
bible school and a Masonic Hall but I did look out
for the old Cosmog music shop at 1040 North
Rampart Street.

We were finally shuttled to the hotel, but by this
time the restaurant was closed and, to get
anything to eat or drink, you either had to order in
the bar or call room service. We were given
vouchers for food and drink by the airline
(breakfast, lunch and dinner) but nothing we
ordered was within the voucher price, so we were
charged a service charge on top. However, when
we checked a few days later, no money had been
taken. After a few drinks, it was off to bed.
th

DAY NINETEEN: MAY 8 (Wednesday)
We had breakfast at the hotel, which took ages to
be served and we had to ask them several times
when to expect it and, when it finally came it was
not particularly nice. We then went off at 11am to
visit the Coconut Grove and the International
shopping centre. I found the area not as fantastic
as people make out and we went on to a Cuban
Shopping Centre that was nothing to write home
about. Arrived back at the hotel at 2pm, had our
lunch and then sat around the pool area. I
managed to have a shower and one consolation
of staying at the Sheraton was that we did have a
nice view of the surrounding area. We had not
been sharing this time; in fact we all had our own
individual rooms, apart from Ken with Lynne and
Ian with Jenny. We left for the Airport at 5pm and
by the time we boarded and took off it was
7.30pm.

I arrived back at the hotel at 4pm, had a bath and
started packing. We met up with the others at
7pm, but didn’t leave until 9pm as the others didn’t
get back from the Crawfish Festival until then. We
arranged to go for a meal at Luizaj, a couple of
miles from the hotel, where I enjoyed my meal,
which was very good, but the others didn’t enjoy
theirs, a shame as this was our last meal together.
We presented Ken with a Sun Records clock
which the group paid for, and had it sent from
Nashville to the Provincial. Lynne had the idea to
buy it and have it sent and she also managed to
keep it hidden from Ken. He was well chuffed and
we all thanked him for all his hard work in
arranging the trip and making it most enjoyable.
th

DAY EIGHTEEN: MAY 7 (Tuesday)
This was supposed to be our last day, but
circumstances would change this. Woke up at
7.30am, met Ken at 8.30am who came over to our
hotel to settle the bill. We put our luggage in the
cubby-hole downstairs in the hotel while we went
for breakfast and to have a last look around the
shops. We also had a look in the Music Factory
and I bought a James Booker T Shirt. It was then
time to meet up with the rest of the gang at their
hotel, and then back on down to our hotel to
collect our luggage. We left at 12.40pm for the
New Orleans International Airport, to find out that
our plane was delayed by an hour, which meant
we would miss the connecting flight from Miami to
Heathrow Airport, there being only one connecting
flight per day going to Heathrow.

th

DAY TWENTY: MAY 9 (Thursday)
Arrived at Heathrow at 9am and, by the time we
collected our luggage and said our goodbyes it
was 10 o’clock. I had lunch with Ken, Lynne and
Andy and then I went home with Ken and Lynne to
wait for my Dad to pick me up. Apart from the
trouble we had at Miami Airport, it was a really
great holiday. Some pointers for New Orleans - go
to the Jazz Festival either by taxi (if you share with
three or more people it is $3) or for $1 the bus.
You can buy all day bus passes for $4 or for $8 to
cover you for three days.
THE END
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fabulous rocker ‘Wild Cherry’. As with the Pye
LPs, the sound was terrific with the only slight
downer being Slim Harpo’s ‘King Bee’ which
seems to have been dubbed from disc.
Incidentally, I remain mystified why Stateside did
not at least issue Harpo’s Excello ‘Rainin’ In My
Heart’ album – Slim was very popular in the UK
and this surely would have sold well. The closest
they got was with the hard to find ‘A Long Drink of
the Blues’ which featured one side each of Harpo
and Lightnin’ Slim drawn from their first LPs. But
‘Authentic R&B’ must have done quite well as
E.M.I. followed it up with another Excello
compilation - ‘The Real R&B’, although this didn’t
have quite the same impact as its predecessor.

The Rooster Crowed Over
Burgess Hill
The Last Chance Saloon
In May’s 'Tales From The Woods' I recalled
enjoying a pint with Blues Boy Jr. (aka Cardew)
when we had mulled over some of the Pye R&B
series releases of 1963/4. We met again recently
and this time found ourselves drinking in the ‘Last
Chance Saloon’, wondering how much longer it
would be possible to buy some of the classic
reissues of Excello material made available by
Ace Records.
What prompted these
thoughts? Well, the
Excello
catalogue
was sold to MCA in
1997 and the Ace
reissues will only stay
in catalogue ‘whilst
stocks last’ – then will
be deleted – and
there is little chance
of
MCA
doing
anything with the
Excello material that
will come close to Ace’s efforts. MCA have made
some efforts with the Chess/Checker catalogue,
but their history with other labels they
now own like Duke/Peacock & Mercury
is not encouraging, and most of the
archive will revert to gathering dust in
the vaults. Furthermore, those of you
who follow these things will know that
MCA is now part of the Vivendi
conglomerate – the same lot who own
‘Connex’! (it seems beyond belief that
a jumped-up French Water Company
now owns both Excello and a
significant part of what was Sir Herbert
Walker’s Southern Railway – two icons
of their time). With latest reports being that
Vivendi is in dire financial trouble, and in danger of
vanishing down the plughole, it seems unlikely
that the well being of the music archive is a priority
right now.

Now to Ace’s reissues from Excello. These really
took off about ten years ago when Cardew was
given the freedom of the tape vaults at the
Woodland Studios in Nashville. This was through
Ace’s deal with AVI Records – the then owners of
the Nashboro/Excello catalogue. A wonderful
planned series of releases in pristine sound
followed. It represents the authoritative exploration
of the Excello archive and, given MCA’s
ownership, seems destined to remain so. The
forty plus CD series included an extended version
of the ‘Authentic R&B’ LP; four terrific albums
from Slim Harpo – a nice surprise being a CD
featuring a previously unknown live recording
which really captures Harpo at his best; and the
ground-breaking three volume ‘Heart of
Southern Soul’ set which showed just
how much quality music of this genre
could be found on Excello and its
associated labels. However, Cardew
and I also reflected that the reissue
series was not given the credit it
merited by the specialist UK blues
magazines.
‘My’ magazine ‘Juke
Blues’ consigned a lot of the releases
to the dreaded ‘round-up’ section rather
than giving the deserved full review.
And ‘Blues & Rhythm’ seemed to take delight in
deploring the duplications with the parallel AVI
Excello reissue series – a spurious criticism as
the AVI/Ace licensing deal precluded sales in the
same geographical marketplaces. Given this
‘reception’, many readers may have overlooked
the Ace CDs at the
time. If you did, do
‘catch them whilst you
can’. Although some
have been deleted, a
recent check showed
that a good number
remain available - so
don’t miss what might
be a ‘last chance’ and
treat yourself to any
that might have slipped through your net. Even
David Mellor might enjoy them. Cheers!
Blues Boy

More about the Ace Excello catalogue later, but
there is a nice link here back to our ‘Pye & A Pint’
conversation. In my report of that chat for TFTW, I
reproduced a letter from Guy Stevens which
bemoaned the difficulty in getting Pye and E.M.I to
schedule R&B releases. Cardew and I have
written about some of the Pye releases, but what
about E.M.I.’s offerings which came out on
‘Stateside’. Their main source was the Vee-Jay
label but there were a handful of LPs where they
too drew from the Excello vaults – the best being
the ‘Authentic R&B’ album. What a classic this is,
and a terrific introduction to the delights of the
Excello catalogue. It ranges from the downhome
blues of Silas Hogan to Leroy Washington’s
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amazing number
of black artists
(including
Little
Esther Phillips,
the Robins, Jackie
Wilson and Etta
James), wrote a
clutch of R&B
standards (‘Every Beat Of My Heart’, ‘Double
Crossing Blues’, ‘So Fine’) and riddled the best
sellers throughout the early Fifties when the top
15 R&B chart just wasn't long enough to
accommodate all the many manifestations of his
work as band leader, singer, writer, producer and
talent scout. Otis returned to the charts with ‘Willie
And The Handjive’ in 1958 and ‘Country Girl’ in
1969. His total identification with the black
community extended into an involvement with civil
rights and a semi-autobiographical plea for
understanding Listen To The Lambs (Norton,
1968).

Blue-Eyed Soul
by Bill Millar
The phrase ‘blue-eyed soul’ was coined by
Georgie Woods, a black disc jockey on WDAS in
Philadelphia. One of the major personalities in the
field, Woods invented the term to categorise the
Righteous Brothers whose records were played
on R&B radio stations before black disc jockeys
and programme directors realised they were
white.
It was not always thus. For most of the last
century there was not that much difference
between the music of Southern blacks and whites.
Forty years of musical miscegenation is described
in Tony Russell's Blacks, White And Blues
(Studio Vista 1970), a ground-breaking essay
which took the reader from the mockery of
minstrelsy, through the white blues of Jimmie
Rodgers and Jimmie Davis, to the Western Swing
of Bob Wills and the boogies of the Delmore
Brothers.

Pushing further into the early Fifties, Ray Charles’
fusion of blues
and gospel was
not without its
influential
white
counterparts. The
fast,
skiffle-like
performances of
Brother Claude Ely
provide the often overlooked but pivotal link on
which blues and country were moulded into
rockabilly. “Elvis,” remarked Sleepy LaBeef,
“followed Claude Ely from one' tent meeting to
another.” Ely’s King recordings including ‘We're
Gonna Move’ and ‘Ain’t No Grave Gonna Hold My
Body Down’, were at least as important as Sister
Rosetta Tharpe’s ‘Strange Things Happening’. For
sheer berserk excitement they rival anything by
black gospel singers and, apart from a tip of the
hat to Mylon Le Fevre, no other white gospeller
has come close to matching Ely’s venom drinking
abandonment.

Boogie-woogie
echoed
through the Country and
Western field during the
Forties and early Fifties.
Those who fared best
included Cliffie Stone, Merle
Travis, the Maddox Brothers
and Rose and Tennessee
Ernie Ford but to single these
out is to neglect others as fine. On the pop front,
Ella Mae Morse adapted R&B hits with a degree
of integrity unrivalled by her very much blander
peers. Of the major hillbilly singers, Hank Williams
also represented a confluence of country and
R&B which presaged rockabilly. Some of Williams'
records, notably ‘Move It On Over’, were covered
by black blues shouters. “Williams,” said Jim
Stewart, the owner of Stax, “was a soul singer and
the R&B people dug him.”

Rockabilly, perhaps the most celebrated of all
black influenced white musics, evidently sold well
in Negro locations. The R&B charts, then open to
all comers regardless of race, creed or colour,
were a second home to Elvis and Jerry Lee Lewis
while Ronnie Hawkins
reached the R&B top
10 with his cover of
Young Jessie’s ’Mary
Lou’.
“Rockabilly,”
wrote Arnold Shaw,
“might be regarded as
blue-eyed soul, save
that R&B had not yet moved into its soul phase
and the sound of Elvis, Jerry Lee and other white
Southerners was a blend, not an imitation.” When
Elvis first appeared on Dewey Phillips’ radio show
he was required to authenticate his true colour by
assuring listeners that he attended all-white

For the few whites who sang
black outside the C&W and
pop fields, the late Forties
were lean times. However
one man, Johnny Otis,
became the most convincing
and most successful of all
such cultural transplants.
Known as the godfather of
R&B, Otis was born of Greek immigrant parents in
Vallejo, California and raised in the integrated
neighbourhood of Berkeley. During his teens he
adopted the black culture; he married black and
lived the rest of his life in the ghetto. Between
1940 and 1945, he played drums with a number of
famous black bands and, in 1948, he opened an
R&B night-club, the Barrelhouse, in the Watts
section of Los Angeles. Otis discovered an
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End Of The Street’ (James Carr) and ‘Release
Me’ (Esther Phillips) are country songs performed
with a church feeling. C&W guitar licks permeated
the finest Southern soul records and Nick
Tosche’s over generalisation (“every time you
hear an Otis Redding record you’re hearing a
bunch of white guys”) sums up an era in which
such cross pollination was both meaningful and
enjoyable. The genre produced a tiny handful of
good ‘White Soul’ records (notably session men
turned singers like Dan Penn or Travis
Wammack) but none capable of matching the
emotional intensity of the best black artists.
Whites generally failed and failed clumsily; such
derivatives as the Young Rascals or the Box Tops
did not fully satisfy those who looked for authentic
vocal quality while Janis Joplin’s desperation
stemmed largely from an inability to sound as
convincing as Etta James or Big Mama Thornton.

Humes High School. During his later career he
could still sing soul like a black man; ‘Any Day
Now’, ‘It Hurts Me’ and ‘A Stranger In My Own
Home Town’ contain a passion, a swagger and an
intensity more commonly associated with
Solomon Burke.
The late Fifties and early Sixties were also boom
years for whites who sang black. The Skyliners,
the Capris and (initially) the Four Seasons were
among the many white vocal groups whose music
provided no clue as to the real colour of their
skins. Joe Barry, Rod Bernard, T K Hulin and
other South Louisiana swamp-poppers reigned
briefly with a mournful approximation of Fats
Domino’s blues ballads. Both contingents were
successful on the increasingly racist R&B charts;
they were new artists and, until they appeared on
network television, R&B radio stations simply
didn't know they were white.

Other blue-eyed soulmen added little but
subtracted plenty from the giants of black music.
James Brown played a vital role in shaping the
performances of many self-styled pink Soul
Brothers including Len Barry, Steve Colt and
Wayne Cochran. An ex-rockabilly of some
distinction (he also wrote the million selling ‘Last
Kiss’), Cochran won fantastic acceptance in black
theatres and night-clubs. But his was the type of
show which refused to come over on vinyl and his
numerous recordings smacked of strenuous but
artificial excitement. James Brown and Little
Richard also inspired the work of Mitch Ryder
(whose biggest hits segued into Little Richard's
songs) and the stuttering urgency of Matt Lucas
whose ‘I’m Movin’ On’ reached the charts in 1963.
Another rockabilly, Lucas cut several soul records
before settling in Canada where he let his hair
grow long and played the blues. Mitch Ryder,
a.k.a. William Levise, first sang with a black
quartet the Peps. Later he broke a kneecap
imitating James Brown's stage act. His records
with the Detroit Wheels evinced little authenticity
in relation to the music he loved but at least one
commentator thought ‘What Now My Love’
approached the introspective intensity of Ray
Charles.

The social and political undercurrents, which
eventually surfaced in the ‘I’m Black And I’m
Proud’ movement, created a prejudice which
consumed black record buyers. Take, for
example, the fate of Bruce Channel, a white
Texan whose ‘Hey Baby’ was performed in a
naturally ragged and bluesy manner. The
producer, Major Bill Smith, had been advised how
white blues singers should be marketed; “Huey
Meaux came over to me while Bruce is doing a
local TV show in Houston. ‘You got a big one
there, you don't even know what you got. I wanna
tell you somethin’, keep that boy under wraps.
Y’know a record called ‘I'm A Fool To Care’?’ I
says ‘Sure, it sounds like Fats Domino but they
say it's a guy called Joe Barry’. Meaux said,
‘There he sits over there.’ I look at this dude
and… he’s white. ‘Take my advice,’ said Meaux,
‘don't you ever put your boy on the Dick Clark
show.’ Well, I forgot about that episode and I get a
telegram from Clark's producer. ‘Hey Baby’ is
Number One pop and Number Two R&B. They
want Bruce. I get all the neighbours and we gather
round the TV to watch our star. Clark peels off the
top 10 until… ‘Here he is, the number one record
in America today, Bruce Channel, bring him on.’
Here comes Bruce with his pot belly and his little
round white face. Next week I pick up the
Billboard; he’s still number one on the hot
hundred; I turn to the R&B Page and ‘Hey Baby’
ain't even on the cotton picking chart. Then it
dawned on me what Mr Meaux had said.” Despite
soulful pop hits during the Sixties – ‘Going Back
To Louisiana,’ ‘Mr Bus Driver’, ‘Keep On’ –
Channel did not make the R&B chart again.

Blue-eyed soul flew after into
various lines of descent. There
was the up-town smoothness of
Len Barry or Ben Aiken, the hard
testifying of Jo Ann Campbell
and her husband, Troy Seals, and
the
tambourine
thumping,
Southern Sunday pseudo-soul of
Leon Russell, Delaney and Bonnie, Don Nix and
their pals. Any really comprehensive collection
would need to include at least one record by Steve
Alaimo (with James Brown's band), Tony Joe
White, Gene Kennedy (“all my stuff was reviewed
in Billboard’s R&B section”), the Magnificent Men,
Billy Vera, Timi Yuro (who was coached by the
black singer novelist Sonny Knight), Dr John, the

Sixties soul music was forged from an indelible
country background. Many of the most important
producers had played in country or rockabilly
bands, the Memphis and Muscle Shoals session
men were usually white and, as often as not, the
black vocalist sang Country and Western songs.
‘Just Out Of Reach’ (Solomon Burke), ‘The Dark
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O’Kaysions, Dallas Frazier and Baby Ray.

undoubtedly helped lower American resistance to
indigenous blues bands, black and white. Paul
Butterfield, who frequented Chicago's Southside
clubs as a youth, and Charlie Musselwhite, whose
background lay in rockabilly, came closest to
matching music which black bluesmen had
already perfected. J
Geils’
tough
early
albums also made the
grade
while
John
Hammond Junior and
Barry Goldberg, who
played piano on Mitch
Ryder’s ‘Sock It To Me
Baby’,
were
less
successful contenders.
During the late Seventies, the Fabulous
Thunderbirds and George Thorogood also
overcame the prejudice of those who normally
sneered at whiteface R&B. Thorogood’s singing
fooled no-one but he returned that sheer, goggleeyed, face quivering senselessness to Rock’n’Roll
and his vehement, all enveloping quilt of black
guitar styles helped make his first albums the best
new blues released in at least 10 years.

A number of these singers came out of the C&W
field and recorded soul in search of a pop hit.
Some acquired a cult reputation among Carolina
‘Beach Music’ fans and dancers in the North of
England. A tiny minority, including Johnny Daye
(‘Marry Me’), Roy Head (‘Treat Her Right’), Ronnie
Milsap (‘Never Had It So Good’), Chris Clark
(‘Love's Gone Bad’) and Jo Ann and Troy (‘I
Found A Love, Oh What A Love’) managed to
hoodwink black record buyers long enough to
score a solitary R&B hit. Kenny Jeremiah of the
Soul Survivors, who reached top five R&B and
pop with ‘Expressway To Your Heart', recalled,
“Most people thought we were black and the
reason it sold in the States was because all the
black stations picked up on it. And for that reason
the record company (Crimson) wouldn't put our
picture out.”
Ultimately - for consistency and depth of feeling the best blue-eyed soul is defined by Lonnie
Mack’s ballads and virtually everything the
Righteous Brothers recorded. Many R&B dee-jays
felt they'd been tricked by the Righteous Brothers’
first recordings, particularly ‘Little Latin Lupe Lu’
and ‘My Babe’. WWRL’s general manager said of
his most acute black disc jockey, “You should
have seen Rocky G’s face drop when he found
out they weren't really Negroes.” When the
revelation came it ceased to matter; Bill Medley
told black audiences that ‘soul music travelled up
the Mississippi ‘cos they wouldn’t let it on the bus’
and they got the feeling he knew what he was
singing about. The Righteous Brothers’ utterly
convincing, melisma flecked singing was equalled
by Lonnie Mack who wailed a soul ballad as
gustily as any black gospel singer. The anguished
inflections which stamped his best songs (‘Why’,
‘She Don't Come Here Any More’, ‘Where There's
A Will’) had a directness which would have been
highly embarrassing in the hands of almost any
other white vocalist and his gospel screams were
an object lesson to the many black singers who
eschewed root influences for the sake of broader
appeal.

By the Eighties, black entertainment was
dominated by disco, a racially homogenous music
with new white superstars including Daryl Hall and
John Oates. The duo's unprecedented success in
the soul charts (with two consecutive number one
hits) reflected the tastes of an audience which had
consigned real soul - black or white - to the
unfashionable pages of history.
Bill Millar









Blue-Eyed Soul – A Best Of
Abaco Dream
Life And Death In G&A
A&M
Abaco Dream
Chocolate Pudding
A&M
Steve Alaimo
Mashed Potatoes
Checker
Steve Alaimo
Every Day I Have To Cry
Checker
Baby Ray
There’s Something On Your Mind Imperial
Len Barry
123
Decca
Jimmy Beaumont Everybody's Cryin’
May
Boogie Kings
anything off ‘Blue-Eyed Cajun Soul’
Jin
Casinos
Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye Fraternity
Casinos
It's All Over
Fraternity
Bruce Channel Keep On
Bell
Johnny Daye
Marry Me
Jomada
Jimmy Elledge Funny How Time Slips Away
RCA
Flaming Ember Westbound Number Nine
Hot Wax
Dallas Frazier
Elvira
Capitol
Bobby Hatfield I Need A Girl
Moonglow
Roy Head
Treat Her Right
Backbeat
Jo Ann And Troy I Found A Love, Oh What A Love Atlantic
Johnny And The Expressions
Something I Want To Tell You
Josie
Gene Kennedy Don't Tear My Play House Down Old Town
Lafayettes
Nobody But You
RCA
Los Pop Tops
Oh Lord Why Lord
Calla
Lonnie Mack
Where There's A Will
Fraternity
Lonnie Mack
Why
Fraternity
Magnificent Men I Could Be So Happy
Capitol
Magnificent Men Sweet Soul Medley
Capitol
Ronnie Milsap
Never Had It So Good
Scepter
O’kaysions
Girl Watcher
ABC

Blue-eyed soul did not travel well and, apart from
nods in the direction of Van Morrison, Dusty
Springfield and Stevie Winwood, European
examples are thin on the ground. Los Pop Tops’
‘Oh Lord Why Lord’ reached the R&B top 40 in
1968 and this Spanish tribute to Martin Luther
King brought a lump to the throat of those who
heard it. Pete Wingfield, possibly Britain's only real
blue-eyed soulster, began Soulbeat, the first of
the soul fanzines in 1964. His purist zeal for a
distant culture eventually culminated in the
incomparably soulful ‘Eighteen With A Bullet’, a
transatlantic hit in 1975.
While ‘black music’ lovers regarded the British
invasion as an unwelcome irrelevance it
15

Tony Orlando
Paramours
Dean Parrish
Dan Penn
Reflections
Righteous Bros
Righteuos Bros
Mitch Ryder
Evie Sands
Shades Of Blue
Skyliners
Soul Survivors
Traits
Tony Joe White
Tony Joe White
Pete Wingfield
Timi Yuro



Little Boy Blue | Every Day Since You’ve Been
Gone | Rhythm And Blues August 1994

Happy Times
Epic
There She Goes
Moonglow
Tell Her
Boom
Let Them Talk
Fame
Just Like A Romeo And Juliet Golden World
Little Latin Lupe Lu
Moonglow
My Babe
Moonglow
Jenny Take A Ride
New Voice
Any Way That You Want Me
A&M
Oh How Happy
Impact
The Loser
Jubilee
Expressway To Your Heart
Crimson
Harlem Shuffle
Scepter
Old Man Willis
Monument
Soul Francisco
Monument
Eighteen With A Bullet
Irland
What’s A Matter Baby
Liberty





DUFFY POWER - LEAPERS AND SLEEPERS RPM D 240



Vidler’s Views

This is a great New CD from RPM which
embraces all of Duffy's Parlophone singles and
demos. After his unfruitful time at Fontana where
he was moulded in that Teenage Idol mould, the
breakthrough came when he joined EMI. With his
first session, he covered Jimmy Witherspoon’s
‘Times Are Getting Tough’ which unbelievably has
only just been released on this Double CD
Collection, having been in the can for 40 Years!
The vocal is superb - I've not heard many versions
as good as this.

SKY BLUE - RARE RADIO SESSIONS - HUX
RECORDS 026 DUFFY POWER
This is a great, recently released CD of Duffy
Power radio sessions from 1968 - 1994. Many of
you will remember that Duffy started out in 1959
as one of Larry Parnes’ discoveries but Duffy did
not come into his own until he left Parnes in 1961
(although there were some credible tracks like his
cover of Ritchie Valens’ ‘My Little Suzie’, the B
side to his first single on Fontana in 1959). He
worked with Alexis Korner on his SKY HIGH
album where he came across as a great
bluesman and this was a totally different Duffy. a
particular standout was ‘Long Black Train’, and
also his singles ‘Tired, Broke And Busted’ (backed
by the Paramounts) and ‘It Ain't Necessarily So’ .

The first CD comprises all of Duffy’s 1963/4 sides
for Parlophone including some un-issued sides
backed by the Graham Bond Quartet, in particular
‘What’d I Say’ (un-issued until now) ‘Parchman
Farm’ and ‘Tired, Broke And Busted’ superbly
backed by the Paramounts.
The second CD comprises his U.S. only single
issued under the name Jamie Power, his final
Parlophone single ‘Davy O'Brien’ from 1967 and
some tracks from Duffy's NUCLEUS 1965/6/7. An
admirable collection without a dud track and also
a fine collection of photos and notes, some tracks
being blues and others jazz. Despite what some
may say, he is one of UK's greatest R&B singers a true unsung hero. I purchased the above from
RPM themselves a bargain at £9.95 including
p&p.
Tracks CD 1 –
Cupid’s Bow | There You Go Again | Times Are
Getting Tougher Than Tough | It Ain’t Necessarily
So | If I Get Lucky Someday | I Saw Her Standing
There (issued and un-issued versions) | Farewell
Baby | Shake, Rattle, And Roll | What’d I Say | I
Got A Woman | Hey Girl | Woman Made Trouble |
I'm Sitting On Top Of The World | Parchman Farm
| Tired, Broke And Busted | I Don’t Care | Where
Am I | Money Money | Lawdy Miss Clawdy.
Tracks CD 2 –
Love’s Gonna Go | There's No Living Without
Your Loving | She Don’t Know | Dollar Mamie |
Little Boy Blue | Little Girl | Mary Open The Door |
Hound Dog | Rag’s And Old Iron |Just Stay Blue |
Davy O'brien | July Tree | Take It Smoothly.

Right, on to the CD. Nothing exists on Duffy in the
BBC archives from his early days on Saturday
Club etc: The earliest track is a wonderful version
of ‘Ginhouse Blues’ from a Radio Three
documentary called THE BLUES ROLL ON from
1968 (which they are thinking of releasing in its
entirety) detailing the blues scene at the time.
Other standout tracks include a Duffy original
‘Every Day Since You’ve Been Gone’ and
‘Hellhound’ from an Alexis Korners’ Blues Is
Where You Hear It, ‘The River’ (Duffy original)
and a great acoustic version of ‘Baby Let’s Play
House’. There are some of you out there who
believe there were no great bluesmen in the ‘60s;
this UK CD disproves that view. Check it out.
TRACKS
rd
Ginhouse Blues | Blues Roll On | Radio Three 23
July 1968 | Every Day Since You’ve Been Gone |
Halfway Blues | That’s Alright Mama | Swan Song
| Hellhound | Alexis Korner Blues Is Where You
th
Hear It 8 July 1976 | Give Me One | City Women
| Louise | The River | Baby Let’s Play House | I
Saw Her Standing There | Mike Raven Radio One
September 1971 | Dusty Road | Love Is Gonna Go
| Glad That You’re Not Me | Little Soldiers | John
rd
Peel Radio One 3 September 1973 | Sky Blues |
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not to mention Total Recall. Almost every one of
the top ten grossing films of all time are science
fiction, from the Flash Gordon-inspired Star Wars
series, to Spiderman, from ET to Alien.

This is one of the best gigs I have been to
recently. I was quite surprised that they came out
on stage at 8.50pm and played two one-hour sets.
They launched into the best version I have heard
them do of ‘Cherokee Boogie’ to date. Highlights
were great versions of ‘Long Gone Lonesome
Blues’, a great thumping version of Thumper
Jones ‘How Come It’ and Faron Young's ‘Live
Fast, Love Hard, Die Young’. The second half
produced equally good sets of ‘I Got A Hole In My
Pocket’, ‘Red Cadillac And A Black Moustache’
and ‘Teenage Boogie’ and also favourites like
‘Eighteen Wheels And A Crowbar’ and a great
rocking ‘Muleskinner Blues’. It was nice to see a
really enthusiastic crowd who did seem to know
who they were, singing along to nearly every song.
I had heard a while back that they had split up but
obviously not as Chuck, the steel player and the
drummer are still with the band but they do have a
new bass player and guitarist, who sang lead on
‘Live Fast…’ and ‘Red Cadillac…’ amongst others.
A superb show.
Darren Vidler







Those that aren't come under the heading of
Fantasy, also the title of the Vargo Statenpublished monthly which did not differentiate
between fantasy and science fiction as the title of
the mag suggested, so we must include Harry
Potter, Lord of the Rings and the Indiana Jones
trilogy as part of the canon.
Record collecting was a Saturday sport, as the
route stretched from Hamilton’s record store to
Heath's by way of Gilberts, a detour into the High
Street BHS to their record counter, upstairs to
Boots’ record counter to find out what the latest
Gala label EPs were, have a laugh at the
Embassy offerings in Woolworth's, forward to the
market stall run by a man we called Copper,
finishing up at Herbie Strauss' second hand shop,
because he would put things by for a few days if
we had run out of money by then. I remember he
had a dinked ex-juke box copy of Link Wray's
‘Rumble’ he promised to save for me, but the
grapevine told me he had sold it to Robin Trower
by the time I had scraped together the 1s 3d
needed.



IT'S ONLY SCIENCE
FICTION BUT I LIKE IT...

Saturday afternoon was spent playing the
purchases, attempting to turn Johnny Otis' ‘Crazy
Country Hop’ white in a week by leaving the
autoplay arm up, so it would repeat and repeat
and repeat. Saturday night was Gus Goodwin's
Rockabilly Party on Radio Luxembourg, with
records one, nine and fifteen by Elvis, and I duly
used to list all of the tracks played in an exercise
book for potential future purchase.

by John Howard
As a kid growing up in fifties Britain, the number
451 was as significant as the number 706, Victor
Gollancz was as big an influence as Gus
Goodwin, and the name Elvis Presley was not
nearly as exotic as the name Vargo Staten. We're
talking science fiction here and, prized as the blue
and white striped sleeve and the curlicued
London-American logo in silver were to me, the
black and yellow spines of the Gollancz science
fiction series were just as influential, and meant
just as much.

Sometimes, we got it wrong. ‘Dance Me to Death’
by the Hiliters, on Mercury, was misheard as
Dance Sweet Potato, and the assistant was
unable, as she was with everything from ‘Short
Fat Fannie’ to ‘Tutti Frutti’, to say when she
couldn't find it "We can order it for you." since she
couldn't find it listed.

I need tell no one here
that the number 706 is
the
Union
Avenue
address of the Memphis
Recording Service and
Sun label. 451 is the
temperature at which
paper burns, as in
Fahrenheit 451, the Ray
Bradbury
book,
and
subsequently
Francois
Truffaut film. And here's
my point; Science fiction
movies. Good but not
great writers like Phillip K.
Dick are having their stories turned into $100
million blockbusters. Blade Runner was his, and
so is the box office number one Minority Report,

Sundays, we went to the pictures, tracking down
double bills like Attack of the Forty Foot Woman (I
remember it as forty, others give her ten more
feet), The Colossus of New York, The Day the
Earth Stood Still or The Ghost of Drag Strip
Hollow in fleapits in the more obscure tiny Essex
17

towns. These were, by and large, a swiz (as we
used to say). You could see through the Forty
Foot woman. The Monster I Married from Outer
Space was clearly someone dressed up.
Sometimes you could see the strings attached to
the dancing brains and spinal columns.

American science fiction and fantasy books of the
period, but not the films, were great. English
literature sucks for anyone who is interested in
reading.
And my point? I was not alone in thinking that
Richard Matheson should be knighted, that
Theodore Sturgeon should be given the keys of
New York, and that Ray Bradbury should be given
the Nobel Prize for Literature. My contemporaries
on the other side of the pond who grew up on the
same books and the same authors now control
Hollywood. They have the vision, and they have
the tools, to make what was believable only in
print, or on radio, into credible celluloid.

‘Believe What You Say’, ‘It'll Be Me’ and ‘Ain't
Getting Rid Of You’ from Messrs Nelson, Lewis
and Sands were clearly the real deal, and lifted
one to the final frontier, you know, the one that is
only 17 miles from your front door. Straight up.
The movies, with the possible exception of The
Incredible Shrinking Man, were cash-ins on the
teenage tuppence, lacking the sense of wonder
and sheer exuberance and newness that music of
the era celebrated.
Not so the books. At least three days a week I
was in the library. It was open until seven o'clock,
and once I had discovered that most science
fiction was published by Gollancz, it was hunting
row by row to find the distinctive black and
yellows. I also used to buy paperbacks, often
second hand, sometimes dumped US titles in
newsagents, plus the magazines like Staten's,
Venture or Analog, and latterly New World's
Science Fiction, a British publication. I felt I knew
Isaac Asimov and Clifford Simak, Poul Anderson
and James Blish, Robert Heinlein and Robert
Sheckley, A.E. Van Vogt and Alfred Bester,
Frederik Pohl and Richard Matheson as well as I
knew my own family. Harlan Ellison I certainly
knew better. My family was strange, but he was
stranger.

Terminator 1, 2 and 3, Fight Club, The Sixth
Day, Minority Report, The Matrix 1, 2 and 3, and
literally dozens of others are taking sometimes
complex science fiction themes and turning them
into brilliantly filmed, totally convincing moneymaking movies. Even B pictures starring nonactors, such as Timecop, Robocops 1, 2 and 3,
Spiderman and Reign of Fire have plots that
make sense and storylines that would not
disgrace a Dell Double. If you were a Rock’n’Roll
and science fiction fan, it's like not only having
Elvis at number one in 2002, but Jerry Lee at
number two, Johnny Cash at number three, and
The Olympics at number four. Like having Buddy
Holly, Eddie Cochran, Bill Haley and Gene Vincent
still with us. Like Clive Davis signing Thomas
Lavelle for a million dollar advance, like having
Mike Sanchez hosting a Saturday teatime TV
show, or having John Broven as CEO of Sony
with an open cheque book told to sign up only
acts he likes.

In school, I was invited to interest myself in books
about the Kings of Scotland, shipwrecked
children, East Anglian fishermen and Napoleonic
soldiers (i.e. Macbeth, Lord of the Flies, Peter
Grimes and The Trumpet Major). Excuse me, sir,
but I have walked with immortals on Saturn's
moons, travelled to the edge of the universe with
messages for man's ancestors, journeyed through
time with a talking dinosaur and know all about
Bishop Berkeley's theories, Occam's Razor and
Moebius' Strip. How can you possibly expect me
to be interested in a half-assed writer like Dickens,
a non-starter who should never have got a
publishing contract. Neither should Thomas Hardy
or people with an imagination by-pass like Walter
Scott.

In many ways, in 2002, the music has died. But for
anyone with a taste for science fiction, it is only
just beginning. If you liked SF, then run don't walk
to your nearest multiplex. Go on, boldly go.

When the GCE O levels were marked Grades
One to Nine, and Grade Nine was less than 17
per cent, I got Grade Nine in English Literature. (I
ended up with fewer O levels than any A form boy
in the school's 100-year history, before or since).
In any case, with the exception of the occasional
John Wyndham, Arthur C. Clarke or Brian Aldiss,
all the writers I read were American.

A Rare Photo of John Howard

So, to summarise. There will never be anything
better than American Rock’n’Roll of the fifties.
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a Southerner, as the experiences described are
universal. Again, a mix of personal reminiscences
and vintage photos and advertisements covering
three decades.

Book reviews by Neil Foster
The Best of Times –
Growing up in Britain in the 1950s
By Alison Pressley Published by Michael 0’Mara
Books Limited £9.99









SHAKY LEE’S OCTOBER
OBSERVATIONS
Having become acquainted with our celebrated
editor, wacky Woody, the previous year, we met
up twice in 1989 to witness the weird and
wonderful antics of the incomparable Screamin’
Jay Hawkins at the Town & Country Club in
Kentish Town. His first appearance there in July
mesmerized us to such an extent that we just
could not resist the lure of this sixty year old
demoniacal Rock’n’Rollin’ rhythm‘n’bluesman on
his return, even though it was a Monday night and
I was still residing in East Lancashire.

A profusely illustrated survey of the Fifties, with
the emphasis on childhood, as remembered in the
personal reminiscences of those who lived
through it, including well-known names like
Edwina Currie, Maureen Lipman, Lord Saatchi
and Jon Snow. Contemporary photos and
advertisements of the period help to bring it to life
and anyone who would like to know what it was
really like to be young at this time would learn a lot
from this little book.
The Fifties and Sixties – A Lifestyle Revolution
By Miriam Akhtar and Steve Humphries Published
by Boxtree (an imprint of Pan Macmillan Ltd)
Hardback £18.99

Accompanied by his skull on a stick – “Henry” –
Hawkins moaned and groaned, screeched and
screamed, but he also displayed a rich baritone
voice on numbers such as ‘Alligator Wine’, ‘Feast
Of The Mau Mau’, the groundbreaking ‘I Put A
Spell On You’, and ‘The Whammy’. I can
remember eagerly purchasing the latter on a
single at Burnley’s Record Exchange in the late
sixties b/w ‘Strange’ (Columbia 7460).
A much bigger book this but also very well
illustrated and informative with a mix of narrative
and personal memories of the period. A two-page
timechart at the end of the book lists significant
events for each year from 1950 to 1969. The
emphasis here is on adolescence, not childhood,
and if you watched the ITV series on which this is
based, you will know what to expect.

All together now:“ I bought a shotgun, a great big long shotgun
I put the barrel upside her head
I said release me, I ain’t lyin’ woman release me
Or I’ll blow the moonlight clean through your bald
head”

Those Were The Days - Lancashire in the Forties,
Fifties and Sixties
By Ron Freethy Published by Countryside Books,
Newbury, Berkshire £7.95

Ten years ago, October was a busy gigging month
for your Shaky correspondent who was by now
ensconced in East London.
The welcoming
Weavers Arms was where I started off the month
for the Rock’n’Roll gentleman with the small frame

Don’t let the “Lancashire” bit put you off if you are
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th

and the big heart – Charlie Gracie. He put on his
usual appealing show despite the mediocre
attendance, and was, in a word, Fabulous.

Monday 7 and the Pink Cadillac Club in Ilford on
th
Friday 11 .
th
Tony Joe White at the Borderline on Sunday 13
Eric Bibb at the Ashcroft Theatre, Croydon on
th
Tuesday 15
Blind Boys of Alabama at the Marquee on
nd
Tuesday 22

On the tenth it was the T & C Club once again, at
that time a favoured musical establishment, for a
powerhouse performance from former Flatlander
Joe Ely, who was in solid romping form.

COLNE FESTIVAL

The following night it was down to my favourite
haunt, the 100 Club, for the guaranteed good
sounds of James Hunter & The Jokers. At the
same place the following two Sundays saw the
much missed Beggsy presenting American
artistes at his Sunday night speakeasies, with
Chicago blues singer and stinging guitarist Byther
Smith being the first.

Saturday
Paul Rishell & Annie Raines
An extended workout on ‘Nothing But The Devil’
with Rishell on electric guitar and vocals, Raines
on harmonica. Raines took on vocal duties for the
folksy ‘Gotta Fly’, and blew up a storm on
harmonica, involving the audience in a call and
response vein. Rishell switched to a steel bodied
guitar for the next number, before they played an
instrumental during which Raines removed her
hair clip and shook her mane of long curls. A good
take on Big Maybelle's ‘Candy’ concluded the set,
and an insipid instrumental for an encore sent us
scurrying back to the Dressers.

The second was blind soul-tinged vocalist Jay
Owens. The opening act that night was East
German born slide guitarist Rainer Ptacek, who
was to tragically die of a brain tumour a few years
later at the age of 46 (which, incidentally, is less
than the average age of a TFTW reader).
th

On October 28 Fats Domino and his band
showed that they could still tear the house down
with a polished concert at the Hammersmith
Odeon. Fat Popper – the Show Stopper sounded
perfect (in complete contrast to Dwight Yoakam at
the same theatre a month earlier. Yoakam moved
well, but the sound was absolutely appalling).

Excello Blues Legends featuring Earl Gaines,
Charles Walker & Mo Indigo.

The next night was to be my only visit to the
Venue in New Cross for swamp boogie queen
Katie Webster, the two fisted piano pounding
mama.
She left Keith and myself feeling
invigorated despite the unusual setting for such a
performer, being a funky sort of nightclub normally
inhabited by people half our age!

Picture courtesy Paul Harris

The soulful Charles Walker was in good voice
and moved well on ‘Leavin' This Old Town’, the
title track of his current CD, the up-tempo ‘99,000
Watts Of Soul Power’, and the ballads ‘Make It
Rain’ and ‘When I'm Gone’. SoulBoy would have
been in his element.

October gigs to note, but do check before
travelling:
Scotty Moore will be appearing at Blackheath
th
Halls on Thursday 10 , and I believe he is also
scheduled for the Tennessee Club on the
following night.
Charlie Gracie is set for the Townhouse on

Picture courtesy Paul Harris

Earl Gaines dedicated the show to former singing
partner Roscoe Shelton who had passed away
exactly three weeks earlier, and sang ‘The Door Is
Still Open’ from their award winning CD. He also
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featured his best-known number ‘It's Love Baby
(24 Hours A Day)’, with that trademark clear tenor
voice of his. Together, Walker and Gaines traded
verses on ‘When Something Is Wrong With My
Baby’, and ‘Let The Good Times Roll’. Mo Indigo
did them justice - a tight, well-drilled outfit.

laden ‘Swing It Brother Swing’, ‘Drown In My Own
Tears’, and Joe Liggins' ‘Pink Champagne’ for an
encore.
Our elegant editor Woody had some competition
in the fashion stakes when the next band hit the
stage with Lucky Peterson dressed in dazzling
stripes, and his guitarist wearing a black shirt
emblazoned with guitars. Peterson commenced
on keyboards, before switching to lead guitar, both
of which he played with some passion. His
powerful voice could be clearly heard even when
he dispensed with the use of a microphone, and
he lived up to his reputation as a colourful
showman by going on an extensive walkabout
through the auditorium and up onto the balcony.
Unfortunately much of the material consisted of
familiar covers e.g. ‘Little Red Rooster’, ‘Baby
What you Want Me To Do’, ‘Hoochie Coochie
Man’, ‘Sweet Home Chicago’, and ‘Oh Happy
Day’. However the driving beat and sheer
spectacle of it all did make for an entertaining set.

The aptly named Big George Jackson, all 6' 6" of
him, on harmonica and vocals, also had a good
band behind him, and commenced his set with a
strong version of Robert Ward's ‘Trying My Best
(Not To Do No Wrong)’.
Sunday
Commenting on the diversity of music throughout
Colne, Monday’s Lancashire Evening Telegraph
stated that "In the Derby Arms a band are
knocking out perfect punk rock", referring to long
standing popular locals Walter Mitty's Head. True
they blasted out the Damned's ‘Neat Neat Neat’
and ‘I Feel Alright’. Also Jonathan Richman's
‘Roadrunner’ which segued into the Velvet
Underground's ‘Foggy Notion’, ‘Brand New
Cadillac’, ‘These Boots Are Made For Walkin', and
their own ‘On Home’.

From ‘THE STAGE’, AUGUST 29, 2002

Dave Lee

Out for the day with Linda, who did not have a
pass for the Muni, I left her in the Dressers for an
hour as I just couldn't miss one of my personal
favourites - Lazy Lester. Living up to his indolent
moniker, Lester, accompanied only by his
manager Fred Reif on washboard, remained
seated, proved he is no slouch on guitar and still
has those swampy vocal chords intact. The title
track of his new CD, ‘Blues Stop Knocking At My
Door’, got proceedings off to a good start, followed
by ‘I Made Up My Mind’. Versions of Lee Dorsey's
‘Ya Ya’, Ernest Tubb's ‘Walking The Floor Over
You’ and Hank's ‘Your Cheatin' Heart’ were
interspersed amongst Lester's own ‘Strange
Things Happen’, ‘Patrol Wagon’, ‘Tell Me Pretty
Baby’, ‘If You Think I've Lost You’, and ‘A Real
Combination For Love’.

Rock’n’Roll pianist Dave Lee, a resident
cabaret Performer in Benidorm for the
past few years, has had to return to his
Bradford roots because he is suffering
from emphysema. Highly respected for
his Jerry Lee Lewis style of performance,
Lee has found the hot summer climate is
not the best for his disease. Now
convalescent at home, he hopes for a full
recovery before taking up the many offers
he has received since his homecoming.
Wiggle Waggle Wilkinson









Mr Excitement
1934 – 1984: A
tribute to Jackie
Wilson

The sparkling set finished with two of his best
known Excello numbers, ‘Sugar Coated Love’ and
‘I Hear You Knockin'. Hopefully if he's invited back
next year he will make the effort to bring along his
harmonica! Linda and myself ended up at the
Original Greek Restaurant watching the debut of a
local band called Vayne, fronted by one time
Walter Mitty's Head bassist Dave Cayley. This
was good time 'in yer face' rock on numbers such
as the Pretty Things' ‘Rosalyn’, The Who's ‘I Can't
Explain’ and Creedence Clearwater Revival's ‘Up
Around The Bend’.

(Part 5)
This Love Is Real/You've Got Me Walking
(Diablo DIAB889)
Just prior to the release (in the US only) of This
Love Is Real in November 1970, Jackie Wilson
was hit with the news that his son, Jackie Jr, had
been shot dead on the porch of a friend's house in
Detroit. He was just 16 years of age. In fact,
according to Alan Robinson's booklet notes to the
CD, the shooting had occurred right in the middle
of the recording session(s). If this is the case,
then we'll never know how Jackie felt in his mind
as his vocal performances continue the high

Monday
Blue Harlem led by AI Nichols on tenor sax,
augmented by baritone sax, trumpet, double bass,
drums and keyboards, doled out a swinging set
with the impressive Irish rose Imelda Clabby on
vocals, Songs included James Brown's ‘I'll Go
Crazy’, Ruth Brown's ‘Voodoo Voodoo’, the drum
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Smith contributes the attractive ballad ‘What A
Lovely Way’ (and presumably ‘Love Is Funny That
Way’). ‘Try It Again’ has a somewhat loose, jazzy
feel to it while ‘The Girl Turned Me On’ and ‘Hard
To Get A Thing Called Love’ (or should that be
‘Hard To Get A Hit Record’?) are also up to par.
Jack Daniels (he isn’t Scotch by any chance?) and
Johnny Moore furnish Jackie with ‘You Left The
Fire Burning’ and ‘Forever And A Day’, both
smouldering slowies. The album's one bleak spot
however, is a version of a song that everyone and
his brother seemed to do at the time, the dreaded
‘My Way’. Performed in a funk styled
arrangement, it doesn't quite seem to come off.
Paging Dick Jacobs……

standard prevalent on all his Chicago recordings.
That said however, This Love Is Real was
released at a time when Wilson's record sales
were once again in free-fall, following the highs of
‘Higher And Higher’. As a live attraction he
continued to pack them in, invariably on the
“oldies” circuit, more often than not working for the
“Rock'n'Roll Revival” supremo Richard Nader.
However, Brunswick’s attitude towards Jackie
Wilson the recording artist was largely indifferent;
there was little interest shown toward a single
release of ‘This Love Is Real’ in early 1971; a
shame, as this title track positively brims over with
charm, it’s right in the commercial groove of the
time. But little promotion, hence low chart placing
(just missed the top 50 I think).

Beautiful Day/Nobody But You
(Diablo DIAB890)

There are three superb ballads in this set, ‘Don't
Leave Me’ has a mellow, funky groove coursing
through its veins but better are ‘Love Changed
Her Face’, composed by a noted country
tunesmith Stephen Hartley Dorff (who also
composed the slightly more upbeat ‘Where There
Is Love’), and the dramatic ‘Let This Be A Letter
(To My Baby)’ written by Eugene Record, a fivestar performance if ever there was one. Record
was also responsible for the lightly swinging ‘Love
Uprising’. Of the remainder, ‘Think About The
Good Times’, ‘Didn't I’, and ‘Workin’ On My
Woman's Heart’ are all quality fare, while ‘Say You
Will’ (no ‘Lonely Teardrops’ connections this time!)
bounds along nicely with some ace guitar by A N
Onymous. Great album but few takers.
As noted earlier Brunswick, frustrated at Jackie’s
ever diminishing sales returns (but whose fault is
that?), began to encourage up and coming acts,
such as Tyrone Davis and the Chi-Lites, and were
rewarded with a number of hits. In fact, the
competition was now greater than ever; Motown
entered the Seventies with revolutionary new
styles utilised on records by late Diana Ross,
Stevie Wonder, the Jackson Five and especially
Marvin Gaye. Over in Memphis, Al Bell also
steered Stax in a new musical direction reflecting
the
emerging
Black
Power
movement
spearheaded by Isaac Hayes and the Staple
Singers; also in Memphis Al Green was hitting his
stride as a hit-making artist with Willie Mitchell at
Hi, and James Brown had re-invented himself as
the ‘New Minister of Super Heavy Funk’. All this
seemed to put Jackie Wilson in the position of
‘yesterday's man’. Still he soldiered on and
November 1971 saw the release of the You Got
Me Walkin’ album (though us Brits had to wait
until March 1973 to be able to procure a copy).

Around the time that ‘I Got The Sweetest Feeling’
first broke into the top 10 over here, Jackie Wilson
undertook his first tour of the UK in September
1972, taking in a few club and theatre dates,
including an appearance at London's Finsbury
Park Empire, then renamed the Rainbow Theatre.
It was highly successful and Jackie promised a
return trip sometime in the future. For the moment
though, on his return to the States, he began work
on an album of songs composed by a young,
relatively unknown songwriter named Jeffrey
Perry, who had previously been working with the
group 100 Proof Aged In Soul. Though not a
commercial success (as might be expected of
Brunswick) Beautiful Day, released only in the
US in March 1973, is a jewel of an album, a true
high point in Jackie Wilson's recording career in
the opinions of many soul historians. The title
track, a plea for love and understanding between
all races and religions, is a breathtaking ballad
with a precision delivery by Jackie, initiated by a
brief opening narrative. Other fine ballads such as
‘Go Away’, ‘Pretty Little Angel Eyes’ and ‘I Get
Lonely Sometimes’ are immaculate, with Carl
Davis’ team doing a five star of job and Wilson’s
assured delivery is the icing on the cake. Also
impressive are the mid-tempo ‘Let’s Love Again’,
‘It's All Over’ (which became Jackie's only single
release of 1974 due to the feud with his
management), ‘This Love Is Mine’ and ‘Don't You
Know I Love You’. And if you groovers wanna get
down, head straight for ‘Watcha Gonna Do About
Love’ and ‘Because Of You’. Although the
Beautiful Day album was a denied a release over
here, two songs (the title track backed with
‘Watcha Gonna Do About Love’) were released as
a single on the reactivated Brunswick label.

Again the album had mainly top-notch material
from the regular Chicago songwriters; Eugene
Record sings behind Jackie with the Chi-Lites on
the former's composition ‘You Got Me Walkin’, a
simply magnificent title track and ‘The Fountain’,
another Record composition has, for the first time,
as its subject matter “social commentary”. Marvin

From 1973 to early 1975 Wilson had become
embroiled in a dispute with his management,
claiming Nat Tarnopol didn't have his client's best
interests at heart. A debatable point but certainly
Tarnopol’s inexperience in management certainly
hindered Jackie's career at times. Nonetheless,
before the feathers really flew, there was one
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playing the “oldies” circuit; by all accounts he was
sounding and looking in top shape, had stopped
drinking and smoking excessively and had kicked
a drug habit. All the more saddening to learn then,
that during a performance for Dick Clark’s “Oldies
But Goldies” revue, held at the Latin Casino in
th
Cherry Hill, New Jersey on 29 September, 1975,
Jackie Wilson suffered a heart attack on stage
(supposedly in the middle of singing ‘Lonely
Teardrops’), fell backwards, hit his head on the
floor and went rapidly into a coma. Cornell Gunter,
one of the Coasters who, along with Freddie
Cannon and Dion Di Mucci, were appearing on
the show also, tried to give him mouth to mouth
resuscitation but to no avail. Jackie later regained
consciousness but the blow to his head caused a
cessation of oxygen to the brain, resulting in
severe brain damage. For the rest of his life he
was able to communicate only by blinking his
eyes.

single release in the States towards the end of
1973, the A-side ‘Sing A Little Song’ was bloody
abysmal while, in complete contrast, the B-side
‘No More Goodbyes’ was a pleasant, well handled
ballad. The single went top 100… just. For much
of 1974 Wilson and Tarnopol were at
loggerheads; Tarnopol seemingly refusing to do
anything constructive for Jackie's career.
Relations were still strained when Jackie ventured
to Detroit it in the spring of 1975 (in preference to
Chicago) to record the songs for what was to be,
as fate would have it, his last studio album.
Nobody But You, issued almost in secrecy in the
US in 1976 and in the UK the following year, quite
simply consists of 10 golden nuggets; all rate high
on the fab-o-meter but, in the case of the title
track, the needle practically jumps off the dial.
Gladys Knight and the Pips did a great version of
this Barry Mann and Cynthia Weil song but I
prefer the confidence, the sheer majesty of
Wilson's reading. The middle section of this song
(“no one ever said, lean on me…”) has a
wonderful gospel feel to it, it feels like Jackie's
come full circle and he’s back with the Ever Ready
Gospel Singers again. Next to the hit version of
‘Lonely Teardrops’ it’s my favourite J W recording.
The voice is more mature, knowing, lived in, but
the quality is still there a hundred per cent. As it is
on the other nine songs; staying with the ballads,
‘Where Is Love’, another plea for brotherly love
and apparently a fan's favourite, fairly brims over
in beauty as do Ken Gold and Tony Rivers’ (of
“Castaways” fame?), ‘You Are The Song That I
Can't Stop Singing’ and Sam Dee’s ‘Just As Soon
As The Feeling’s Over’. The moralistic ‘Don't Burn
No Bridges’ (sung with the now hugely popular
Chi-Lites) was Jackie’s final Hot 100 chart entry in
late ’75 (again it barely made it in).

Almost immediately the rows and disputes
regarding his welfare began in earnest. The wives
(and lovers) quarrelled over the money and the
guardianship with a complete lack of dignity. Over
the years, despite the occasional benefit show
and visits by family, friends and musical admirers
(Al Green was said to have visited Jackie on a
number of occasions) and being transferred from
one medical centre to another, the hospital bills
remained largely unpaid and Wilson was more or
less left to stagnate. It seems that when a
particular course of therapy was starting to prove
successful, red tape would effectively put an end
to it. Under these awful circumstances Jackie
st
lived his life. The end finally came on January 21
1984, Jackie Wilson was five months short of his
th
50 birthday. Even after his burial at the Westlawn
Cemetery in Wayne, Michigan the squabbling
went on and, presumably, goes on. For most of us
though, it's the music that matters.

Dancers are well catered for with ‘Just Call My
Name’, You’d Be Good For Me’ (co-written by
Gerry Goffin) and ‘Satisfy My Soul’, composed
perhaps surprisingly by Sam Cooke’s manager J
W Alexander. ‘It Only Happens When I Look At
You’ was written by Ken Gold and Michael Denne,
who also penned ‘You To Me Are Everything’ and
‘Can't Get By Without You’ for the Real Thing and
is a very likeable track that could appeal to today's
generation of soul fans, if exposed. The album
ends with ‘I’ve Learned About Life’, the lyrics of
which seem to collectively form an appropriate
epitaph. So, despite the ups and downs of his
recording career, at least Mr Excitement went out
on a major high with this collection.

It’s been over 30 years now since young Bunter
wore out that 78 of ‘Reet Petite’ (a song
incidentally that Jackie steadfastly refused to sing
in concert; read Tony Douglas’ book and discover
why) and my appreciation of the music of Jack
Leroy Wilson continues unabated. Over the
course of his career he went from a
rhythm’n’blues mover, a Neapolitan crooner, to a
stone soul groover; the ultimate the versatility.
Sure there were troughs but also the highest
peaks. Three cheers and a big “Bravo” for Edsel
then, for giving this and future generations the
opportunity to fully explore much of the Wilson
inventory. (Congrats to Alan Robinson on his
excellent booklet notes for each CD too). Notice I
used the word “much”; there were a number of
sides that were issued only on singles, the best of
these being the superb ‘I Found Love’ mentioned
a while back with Linda Hopkins, the great, lowdown blues of ‘You Don't Know What It Means’,
the rocking ‘I Just Can't Help It’, the deep gentle
soul of ‘No More Goodbyes’ and the excellent

Last Word
With Nobody But You safely in the can, Jackie
toured the UK for the second and last time in June
1975, which included a date at London's 100 Club
where fans witnessed an apparently memorable
show (an onstage photograph is on show in the
Club). Returning to the States, he resumed
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Man Stackolee | Freight Train | I’m Satisfied (No.2)
|Greenback Dollar (Chas McDevitt) | Last Train To
San Fernando | Get Along Home Cindy | Footprints In
The Snow | Blue, Blue Heartache | Sleepy Eyed John |
Tobacco Road | Hannah (Johnny Duncan & The
Bluegrass Boys) | Toll The Bell Easy | Mama Don't
Allow (Les Hobeaux) | New York Gals | 6.5 Special |
Whiskey | Fightin’ Man | The Cattle Train | By And By |
A Rag, A Bone And A Lock Of Hair | Poor Old Man |
Racoon And Possum | Sarah Kelly From Plumb Nelly
(Don Lang) | California Zephyr | Western Plain |
There’s A Time For Movin’ (Jimmy Jackson’s
Rock’n’Skiffle) | Stormin' The Barn (No.2) | Bill Bailey |
Shine | Jingle Bells | Crazy Rhythm (Original
Barnstormers Spasm Band) | Sizzlin’ Hot (Jimmy
Miller) | Wild About My Lovin' (The Levee Breakers) |
Bad Penny Blues (Humphrey Lyttelton) | Fisherman’s
Blues | On A Christmas Day | How Long Blues (The
Avon Cities Skiffle Group) | You Won’t Be Around |
Preacher, Preacher (Lorrae Desmond) | Streamin’
Down The Line (Rick Richard’s Skiffle Group) | My
Dixie Darling | Cottonfields (Vince Eager & The
Vagabonds) | Good Mornin’ Blues (The Westcott
Skiffle Group) | Down By The Riverside | Take This
Hammer (The Black Rose Skiffle Group) | John
Henry’s Hammer (The Saddlemen) | Jesse James
(The Grasshoppers) | Let Me Lie (The Imps)

‘Baby Get It’. A few of these rarities have
appeared on certain J W compilations in the past
(ref: “The Chicago Years” series on Charly) but,
c’mon Edsel/Diablo, how ‘bout gathering up all the
odds and sods on one CD (or possibly even two)?
Maybe there’s some un-released tracks
languishing in the Brunswick vaults! That’s all I
need and I’ll be satisfied.









C.D.
REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens.
.k.a. Hard
Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian
Clark) with a look at some

Before we start, a few words from Bunter on
receiving his award.

A value for money three
CD set from Disky of
skiffle material drawn
from the EMI archives,
lovingly compiled by Dave
Travis. Some tracks will
be familiar to those who
own the As Good As It
Gets collections but, for
those seeking an introduction to the music, it's a
pretty tasty starter. Connoisseurs will be
interested to learn however that, among its 75
tracks, lie what must surely be the first
professional recordings by Vince Eager and his
group the Vagabonds in versions of A P Carter’s
‘My Dixie Darlin’ and Huddie Leadbetter’s
‘Cottonfields’, which have more enthusiasm than
finesse but are nonetheless very interesting.
Lonnie Donegan, who more than anyone else
made skiffle a household name in the mid-to late
Fifties, is featured on 10 songs under his own
name, a mixture of hits and lesser-known items
and, on two songs taken from the Conway Hall
concert of January 1957, in which he and his
skiffle group accompany Dickie Bishop, then an
occasional member of the band. (Hopefully,
Bishop’s superlative version of ‘No Other Baby’ for
Decca will one day make it to CD). The
contributions by the Vipers (featuring the much
missed Wally Whyton) combine standards with
obscurities; into the latter category falls ‘Wanderin’
whose melody is said to have been “purloined” by
Donegan for his composition ‘I’ll Never Fall In
Love Again’.

Hi gang!
Just wanted to take this opportunity to convey my
heartfelt thanks for the wonderful Hall of Fame
award, during the presentation of which I hope I
didn't ramble on too long with the acceptance
speech! But seriously folks, it's very much
appreciated indeed. I do enjoy very much being a
part of what appears to be a rapidly expanding
TFTW family and I always look forward to each
issue and peruse upon, for example, Lee’s rockin’
reminiscences, John’s (Soulboy’s) thoughts and
recommendations in the world of soul and Matt’s
perceptive view of the Indie scene. Everyone
plays their part with great quality articles and
Harry and Pete should be especially commended
for their hard work. Keith, many, many thanks
again and don't forget Kats and Kittens, support
live music whenever you can!
Best regards, Brian.
(Thanks for the nice words Brian. The hard work that
everybody puts into the mag (you included) is much
appreciated by the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board. - H)

Various Artists - The Best Of Skiffle - Disky
BX793772
Cumberland Gap | Midnight Special | Rock Island Line |
Don’t You Rock Me Daddy-O | Wreck Of The Old 97 |
Railroad Bill | Wabash Cannonball | The Goldrush Is
Over | Times Are Gettin’ Hard Boys | I’m A Ramblin’
Man (Lonnie Donegan) | Precious Memories | Brother
Moses Smote The Water (Dickie Bishop & Lonnie
Donegan) | Railroad Steamboat | It Takes A Worried
Man | Hey Liley Liley Lo | Pick A Bale Of Cotton |
Skiffle Party Parts 1 & 2 | Wanderin’ | It’s A Rat Race |
Darlin’ | Medley: Last Train To San Fernando/Puttin’
On The Style | If I Had A Hammer | Poor Lazarus (The
Vipers) | I Saw The Light | Ballad Of The Titanic | Bad

Johnny Duncan’s selection sadly does not include
‘Which Way Did He Go’ (from the Tennessee
Songbag album) but does have good covers of
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Johnny Horton's ‘Sleepy Eyed John’ and John D
Loudermilk’s ‘Tobacco Road’ that I was hitherto
unaware of. Not sure if our Humph would view
‘Bad Penny Blues’ as skiffle but this Joe Meek
produced top 20 entry from 1956 is still classy.
We get most of Don Lang's Skiffle album on this
set, plus a few rare Chas McDevitt items
(presumably from radio) which feature Nancy
Whiskey, Denny Carter and Alex Whitehouse
where appropriate. A spate of relative unknowns,
or total unknowns, form the remainder. The
former includes the likeable Jimmy Jackson, the
enjoyable Avon Cities Skiffle Group and, from
Australia, Lorrae Desmond, who has subsequently
appeared in Antipodean soap operas. Of the “who
the bloody hell are theys”, the Imps must surely
have recorded their version of Sonny Stewart’s
‘Let Me Lie’ before their balls dropped. A
fascinating slice of British rock history is this new
set from the Disky label.

records issued over here on Oriole during 1963,
Smokey Robinson and The Miracles’ ‘Mickey’s
Monkey’, is a real dance classic with the Earl Van
Dyke combo driving things along superbly. “Lum
de lum de ly yi” indeed!
Rob Finnis’ notes for this set are typically classy
and informative and I was surprised to learn that
the organist on Bobby Comstock’s 1963 hit ‘Let’s
Stomp’ was legendary jazz man Horace Silver.
For some years Gil Hamilton made a series of
fairly respectable R&B sides until, in 1962, he
changed his name to Johnny Thunder and
recorded, in my opinion, the execrable nursery
rhyme adaptation ‘Loop De Loop’. Sorry I never
like this by J T, Frankie Vaughan or whoever.
Seems Johnny recorded some decent soul sides
(with no chart success) a little later; I'm sure these
will stand up much better than the song he is best
known for. Candy And The Kisses’ ‘The 81’ (I
thought that was a position! - Brigadier Bunberg)
was one of the last hits for the Cameo-Parkway
label in 1964. The Larks, who hit with ‘The Jerk’
also in ‘64, contained three of Don Julian’s
Meadowlarks (including Julian himself who also
composed the song).

Various Artists - Land Of A 1000 Dances
Volume 2 - Ace CDCHD840
Mickey's Monkey - Miracles • Let's Stomp - Bobby
Comstock • The Twist - Hank Ballard And The
Midnighters • Loop De Loop - Johnny Thunder • The
Jerk - Larks • The 81 - Candy And The Kisses • The
Madison Time Pt 1 - Ray Bryant Combo • The Bounce
- Olympics • The Lurch - Ted Cassidy • The Bird's The
Word - Rivingtons • Foot Stomping Pt 1 - Flares •
Twine Time - Alvin Cash • Shake A Tail Feather - Five
Du-Tones • (I Do The) Shimmy Shimmy - Bobby
Freeman • Cool Shake - The Del-Vikings • Cinnamon
Cinder (It's A Very Nice Dance) - Pastel Six • The
Roach (Dance) - Gene & Wendell With The
Sweethearts • (Make With) The Shake - Mark IV • The
Crawl - Guitar Junior • The Crusher - Novas • Bacon
Fat - André Williams • The Wobble - Curtis Lee •
Pop-Eye - Huey Smith • Barefootin' - Robert Parker •
Skate Now - Lou Courtney • Land Of 1000 Dances
(The "Na Na Song") - Round Robin • Twist, Twist
Senora - Gary US Bonds • Baby Workout - Jackie
Wilson • Twistin' USA - Danny & The Juniors •
(Dance With) The Guitar Man - Duane Eddy & The
Rebelettes

My award (he can’t get awards off his mind, can
he? – H) for best all-time Madison record goes to
Ray Bryant; this easy swingin’ ditty gained a
degree of popularity via its use in the John Waters
retro flick “Hairspray”. Other songs with
“Hairspray” connections are those by The Flares,
the Five Du-Tones and Gene & Wendell, these
are all superb. The Olympics recorded many great
dance craze tunes; on Volume One you get the
‘Hully Gully’ and here we ‘Bounce’, 1963 vintage.
Formerly the Sharps, who sang behind Thurston
Harris on his greatest Aladdin recordings, the
Rivingtons struck paydirt first with ‘Papa Oom
Mow Mow’ in 1962, then with ‘The Bird’s The
Word’ the following year. Shortly after, the
Trashmen combined elements of both songs to
create their hit ‘Surfin’ Bird’, elsewhere Wade
Curtis and The Rhythm Rockers issued a ‘Surfin’
Bird’ clone ‘Puddy Cat’. The contributions by Ted
Cassidy and the Novas can best be described as
“novelties”. The appearance of Bobby Freeman's
‘(I Do The) Shimmy Shimmy’ on CD is very
welcome; I had this on a Parlophone single, great
track, moves along with considerable urgency, as
does Robert Parker's ‘Barefootin' which became a
left field hit in the UK in 1966 - real New Orleans
class, this. A comprehensive CD overview of
Parker's Nola material is long overdue. I wasn't
crazy about the Pastel Six, a bit lightweight but
Guitar Junior (later to become Lonnie Brooks) is
just out of this world with his 1958 release on
Goldband, ‘The Crawl’. The Del-Vikings seldom
disappoint and ‘Cool Shake’, cut for Mercury in
‘57, is marvellously goofy doo-wop.

Subtitled The Ultimate Compilation Of Hit Dancers
1956 To 1966, this is a more than welcome follow
up to the superb Volume
One and, just like the first
collection, it bears more
than a few tasty rarities.
For instance, from 1958,
‘(Make With) The Shake’
comes from the Mark IV
who, a year later, scored
a top 30 entry in the
States with ‘I Got A Wife’
(issued over here on Mercury if memory serves).
Of the tracks I hadn’t heard before, this is without
a doubt the star turn, a driving rocker that
deserves a wider hearing. Everyone knows, and
surely loves, Hank Ballard and The Midnighters’
original 1959 version of ‘The Twist’, no further
comment required. One of the crop of Motown

Alvin Cash’s ‘Twine Time’ was, and still remains, a
popular track with the Northern Soul fraternity,
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while Huey Smith battles with Eddie Bo for ‘PopEye’ honours. I fractionally prefer Eddie's kind of
‘Pop-Eye’ but Huey’s record is still pretty neat, a
great New Orleans sound. Curtis Lee has
sounded better, I much prefer Jimmy McCracklin
when it comes to wobbling. André Williams’ lazy
and sinuous ‘Bacon Fat’ is just terrific, one of the
earliest examples of Rock’n’Roll dance craze
recordings from 1956. Lou Courtney’s ‘Skate Now’
is new to my ears and is an enjoyable, funky three
minutes worth. On the other hand I’ve heard
Jackie Wilson's ‘Baby Workout’ once or twice in
the past (!) and, well, what can you say, absolute
poetry. I hadn’t heard Round Robin’s (think
Chubby Checker) 1965 version of Chris Kenner’s
‘Land Of 1000 Dances’ before and there's me
thinking that Wilson Pickett was the first one to
utilise the “na-na-na-naaa” bridge in the song.
Gary US Bonds is typically exuberant, Danny and
the Juniors are only so-so, and Duane Eddie
brings our dance party to a close with his 1962 hit
‘Dance With The Guitar Man’, which also features
the Rebelettes one of whom is Darlene Love it
turns out. A fine selection then; I eagerly look
forward to Volume Three.

cameo appearance on a 1952 side by the Royals
(pre Hank Ballard). Nice one this but as for the
rest!!!
Let’s first take a look at the earliest recordings on
show from 1951 at the point where Wynonie was
one of the hottest acts in the country, both in
concert and on wax. ‘Lovin' Machine’ is, one might
say, an archetypal Harris recording; blaring vocal,
powerful ensemble playing, a wonderful piece of
material (just ask Big Boy Bloater). Cut with Todd
‘Rocket 69’ Rhodes and his band in July 1951, it
hit the top five in the Billboard R&B listings in
January ‘52, as Tony Collins’ enjoyable booklet
notes inform us but it was to be his last chart
entry. Seems tastes were slowly beginning to
change. Still, ‘Bloodshot Eyes’, cut in February of
‘51, and originally a country hit for Hank Penny,
became a huge hit that summer and, on its
release in the UK on Vogue, it became popular
with the influx of Jamaican immigrants living over
here at the time. Incidentally, two more 1951
sides, ‘Tremblin’ and ‘Here Comes The Night’,
also ‘Drinking Blues’ from the following year, were
issued over here on a now rare Blue Beat EP in
1961.

Wynonie Harris – Lovin’ Machine - Ace
CDCHD843

Rounding out the 1951 recordings are the two
slow blues items ‘I'll Never Give Up’ and ‘Luscious
Woman’ and the more conventionally structured
composition ‘Just Like Two Drops Of Water’.
Apart from ‘Drinking Blues’ the 1952 sessions also
yielded the sequel to ‘Playful Baby’ entitled ‘My
Playful Baby's Gone’ which, along with ‘Married
Women - Stay Married’, jumps along nicely. ‘Do It
Again Please’ has more of a jazzy feel to it than
most Harris material, it's the type of composition
tailor-made for Louis Prima. ‘Adam, Come And
Get Your Rib’ has been recorded in more recent
times by Mike Sanchez and there is a fascinating
vocal version of Jimmy Forrest’s ‘Night Train’ that
I was previously unaware of, recorded in June ‘52.
In his heyday Wynonie was the undisputed King of
Double Entendre; his were the type of records that
could not possibly be made and appreciated in the
PC oriented times we live in today and the superb
‘Keep On Churnin’ fits right into this category.
Delicious dirtiness.

Lovin' Machine • Tremblin' • Just Like Two Drops
Of Water • I'll Never Give Up • Bloodshot Eyes •
Here Comes The Night • My Playful Baby's Gone •
Keep On Churnin' (Till The Butter Come) • Luscious
Woman • Married Women - Stay Married • Night
Train • Rot Gut • Do It Again, Please • Adam Come
And Get Your Rib • Drinking Blues • Wasn't That
Good • Nearer My Love To Thee • Quiet Whiskey •
Down Boy Down • Good Mambo Tonight • Git With
The Grits • Song Of The Bayou • All She Wants To
Do Is Mambo • That's Me Right Now • A Tale Of
Woe • All Night Long - [with The Royals]

Well Kats and Kittens,
with the release of this
little beauty the time has
come to finally offload
those Charly CDs that
bear any of the songs
listed above. Combine
this 26 tracker with the
Proper boxed set (as
reviewed
in
TFTW
number 12) plus the 1993 Ace release Women,
Whisky And Fish Tails and you (yes, you!) will be
the proud possessor of virtually the entire body of
work by Wynonie Harris recorded for King
between 1948 and 1957. Despite the unbeatable
value of the Proper set, this new CD will still surely
sell in vast quantities containing, as it does, many
of Mr Blues’ greatest hits; if you will, the songs
that have thrilled and excited the club going lindyhoppers and jumping-jivers for many years. Of
course, Harris’ magical pipes are heard front and
centre on 25 of the selections but, with the
collectors in mind, there's also an interesting

The previously un-issued alternate take of ‘Rot
Gut’ is preceded by a little studio chat, mainly from
the mouth of King prexy Syd Nathan. The back
beat gets noticeably heavier on the 1953
recordings; the drummer (Calvin Shields I think)
seems to have put aside his drumsticks and has
picked up a pair of logs for the likes of ‘Quiet
Whiskey’ and ‘Down Boy Down’; absolutely stellar
work from the band on these gems, especially
from saxists Red Prysock and David Van Dyke
and guitarist Mickey Baker (later of Mickey and
Sylvia fame). ‘Wasn't That Good’ is another
excellent filthy frolic as is ‘Git With The Grits’ while
‘Nearer My Love To Thee’ is, as you’d expect, a
secularisation of a revered gospel tune. ‘Song Of
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The Bayou’ has an appropriately exotic feel to it
but is not conducive to Harris’ style.

Disorientation’, the title track of which was played
twice according to fellow attendee John Howard,
who also requested ‘The Scavenger’ (one of two
early 60s UK releases on Capitol) with no
success. A version of the cowboy evergreen
‘Riders In The Sky’ had more power and force
than Hank Marvin could have ever mustered,
while ‘Foxy Lady’, a tribute to Seattle's finest
guitar decimator, unexpectedly swerved into a
magnificent assault on the Linkster's ‘Rumble’
which certainly gained top marks with the people
gathered near me towards the back of the hall.

This brings us to the only low points on the CD.
Perhaps out of desperation (Harris’ disc sales
were at an all-time low in 1954) ‘All She Wants To
Do Is Rock’ was re-cut as ‘All She Wants To Do Is
Mambo’ and ‘Good Rockin’ (Mambo) Tonight’
suffers the same fate. There were literally no
takers and so Harris was dropped from the King
label (for the first time) in early 1955. Following a
brief pit-stop at Atco, he returned to King in 1957,
hoping to compete with the new crop of
Rock’n’Rollers such as Little Richard, Chuck Berry
and Bo Diddley. Despite the quality of songs like
‘That’s Me Right Now’ and ‘A Tale Of Woe’, no
one was interested and Harris was dismissed
once again. There was a new order, a new
agenda, and Mr Blues simply couldn't cope.
Despite comebacks on Roulette in 1960 and
Chess in 1964, his health steadily got worse and,
th
on June 14 , 1969, he died aged just 56.
However, to listen to this CD is to enjoy the sound
and feel the sheer power of what must surely be
one of the all-time great blues shouters. Wynonie
‘Mr Blues‘ Harris; remember him this way.







The very surf based ‘Take It Or Leave It’ gave way
to some instrumental inspiration, which preceded
one of the occasional vocals of the night, a
singalong ‘House Of The Rising Sun’. Things got
real low-down and sexy at one point with a cool
version of ‘Fever’ and then warmed up with
‘Avalanche’ before raising the temperature even
further with ‘Miserlou’, which understandably
excited the younger element. It transpired that this
was first in a three-part medley; the second, a
tribute to Bo Diddley, saw Dale lay aside the
Stratocaster for a frenzied duet with the drummer
and, afterwards, he played the strings of the
bassman's guitar using the sticks. To everyone’s
surprise, for ‘Come Home Baby’ which concluded
the medley, out came a trumpet! (As it happens
Dale plays it quite well for). There had to be some
surfin’ sounds at some point and we got it in the
form of another medley, another three-parter with
‘Peppermint Man’, ‘King Of The Surf Guitar’ and
‘Let’s Go Tripping’.



Show Review
Dick Dale at the Garage, Highbury, North
London 15th September 2002
Dick Dale is without a shadow of a doubt one of
the finest and most exciting guitar swingers in
Rock'n'Roll music but he has somehow failed to
harness a lasting reputation and become
acclaimed and feted in the manner of a Scotty or
a Burton or a Cochran or indeed a Hendrix (to
whom a tribute was paid during the course of
tonight’s show). Though his friend and
contemporary Link Wray plays in a similarly
attacking style, with plenty of power and volume,
Dale lacked the one attribute his pal was fortunate
to have; a hit record. But, in my book, a great
artist is not necessarily judged on how many gold
records he or she has hung on his or her walls
and, for about an hour and a half at the Garage on
a gentle autumn evening, the self-styled “King of
The Surf Guitar” (Dale is not known for his
modesty; a born braggadocio is this tall, strapping
Californian) enthralled a not capacity but fair sized
audience, which contained a mix of young punktypes and bald-headed old rockers like myself.

Things then quietened down a touch with an
acoustic set featuring Dick with the bassist and
this session mixed some Spanish flavoured
pieces with some good blues plus a tribute to ‘Ol
Golden Throat with ‘Folsom Prison Blues’. Then it
was time to plug in the Strat and it was down the
home straight, first with a breakneck version of
the traditional ‘Wildwood Flower’ and finally with a
rocking medley with ‘Hava Nagila’ (!) at its core.
So, a great show and a fitting end to what seems
to have been a successful European tour. Tell you
what, how many other rockers have, in their
career, been featured in films with Marilyn
Monroe, Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon?!

Dick Dale has been a professional entertainer for
almost half a century but he found himself gaining
street cred among the kids in the mid-90s due to
his classic version of ‘Miserlou’ opening up the
hipper-than-thou Quentin Tarantino thriller “Pulp
Fiction”. With spirited batting from an unknown (to
me) bassist and drummer, Dale featured a
selection of tunes from his latest CD ‘Spacial

When I was a kid and
things got too hot at home,
I used to go and seek
refuge with my cockney
grandfather. He would be
sitting in a high-backed
armchair, puffing on his pipe and gently rocking
his body to the sound of what was then oddly

Hard Rock Bunter
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known as ‘modern’ jazz.

Messengers’ repertoire in the years to come. Art
Blakey’s bands were known for dynamic hard
blowing sessions and this is no exception.

One day as we sat there silently listening to the
sounds coming from his radiogram, he must have
noticed me tapping my feet to the music and he
asked me that fateful question. ‘You like this stuff.
Doncha?’ Whether it was because I didn’t want to
disagree with my grandfather, a man whom I
respected and whose love I cherished, I don’t
know but as it seemed perfectly natural to me I
nodded ‘Yes’. We chatted about the music and
record collecting which he considered a useful
way to spend my pocket money. He advised me ’If
you’ve got a taste for this kinda music, then yer
can’t go wrong wiv the Blue Note label.’

There you are. As my grandfather would say ‘Free
for you’

REGGAE
IRREGULAR
Jimmy Cliff at The Marquee – 12 September
2002
‘London gets a new music venue’ screamed the
headlines. Well to be precise a shopping centre
just a short walk from the Angel underground
station in Islington does. It takes the name of one
of the most significant clubs in London’s rich
music history, The Marquee. What’s the
connection? A marketing ploy, judging by the
coverage on local TV. No harm in that if you’ve
sunk a lot of money in the venture as Mark Fuller
(restaurateur) and Dave Stewart (Eurhythmics)
presumably have.

At the end of the visit he produced two Blue Note
albums and offered them to me as a gift. There
must have been some uncertainty in the way I
looked at him as I took them from him because he
repeated the words slowly ‘These two. Free for
you.’ I smiled, thanked him and left clutching the
LPs to my chest.
I was reminded of this recently when visiting HMV
in Oxford Street because every time I go, there
invariably seems to be some re-mastered (Rudy
Van Gelder Edition) Blue Note CDs on offer. I am
inevitably drawn to them, partly because of the
memories they invoke and partly to score new
albums or occasionally replace worn vinyl.

The website tells us confidently that ‘The new
Marquee is the first full purpose-built digitally
enabled, live music venue in the country. Times
have moved on from the days of the old Marquee
where
an
earthy
perspiration-drenched
atmosphere and somewhat basic facilities once
existed! The new Marquee boasts air conditioning
and unobstructed sight lines, but it still retains its
core values and its dedication to the development
of Live Music!’ There is also a café which has a
Michelin-starred chef.

On this occasion I picked up three CDs, all for
under £14. Terrific value. The best of these was
trumpet player Clifford Brown’s Memorial Album.
It was originally released as two 10” LPs but
following his tragic early death aged 26 in a car
crash, it was released under the above title as a
12” LP minus two tracks. This CD brings together
the two 10” LPs plus six alternate takes. Clifford
Brown is rightly regarded by some as one of the
greatest jazz musicians of all time and his warm,
burnished sound makes him the antipathy of the
fashionable and iconic Miles Davis.

When Jimmy Cliff was listed to appear one week
after the opening, I was looking forward to an
early visit. My first discovery was that the venue
did not (as yet) have a booking office. So it was
necessary to purchase tickets either from a
company in Birmingham via telephone or internet
(booking fee £1.50 plus 95p postage) or from
Stargreen in Argyll Street (£2.50 booking fee).

Lee Morgan was another trumpet player who died
young when he was murdered by a jealous
girlfriend. The title track of The Sidewinder is a
catchy number with a memorable theme and it
earned Lee a commercial hit. All the numbers on
the album were written by Lee and there is an
exuberance and confidence to his playing which
belies his age at the time of the recording.

On my arrival my second discovery was that the
queue for those on the guest list was much longer
than that for the ordinary punter and inside the
performance area was packed to the point of
discomfort. There was a balcony above but it was
difficult to know what sort of experience it would
provide for anyone interested in seeing and
listening as access was restricted to those with
special cards. For those on terra firma there were
two static cameras and one boom to contend with.
The only bar was to the right hand side and was
small with ‘London’ prices, plastic ‘glasses’ and no
draught beer.

The man who provides a link between these two
trumpeters is the master of percussion, Art
Blakey, whose Jazz Messengers was virtually a
university for young jazz musicians up until his
death in 1990. Clifford Brown passed through the
band in the early 50s and Lee Morgan was there
at the time when Moanin’ was recorded. The title
track, written by Bobby Timmons, was another hit
and along with Benny Golson’s compositional
contributions to this album, it was to remain in the

As for the music, Jimmy was supported by an
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egalitarian backing band (50% black and 50%
white). The first number was You Can Get It If
You Really Want It, a hit he penned for Desmond
Dekker, and further examples of his outstanding
songwriting talents followed, topped by the moving
Many Rivers To Cross.

maybe even some fine blues!
Many thanks to Keith for organising his recent
birthday cruise along the Grand Union. A great
day seemed to be had by all and it was nice
meeting up with other contributors. Many thanks
also to the compliments given to me by my
readers. Encouragement is always welcome.

Half way through the proceedings he paused to
introduce some friends on to the stage and into
the band – the afore-mentioned Dave Stewart and
hot Dutch saxophonist Candy Dulfer who were
working with him on some new music for his
forthcoming album, the aptly titled Fantastic
Plastic People. Unsurprisingly at this point the
music took a change for the worse with a white
rock influence. However normal service was
resumed for the encore which included Sitting In
Limbo, and audience singalong versions of The
Harder They Come and I Can See Clearly Now.

Till the next time.

MM
















I know Jimmy Cliff tried to crossover before but
why do Black artistes have to apply liberal doses
of tippex to their music for the White audience?
Well, as Lady Fay said when I complained that my
expectations of authentic and rootsy reggae were
not upheld ‘Dumb White boy.’

Dave Carroll









Marffa's Muffins
Marffa’s Muffins is a bit short this month owing to
the tight publishing schedule. Because of this I
have decided to just include a recommended gig
list.
10 Oct: The Coral @ Shepherds Bush Empire.
Scouse indie/guitar band whose latest single
reminds me of the La's mixed with
Showaddywaddy!
11 Oct: Mighty Mighty Bosstones @ The
Forum. Yankee ska outfit with tight horn section.
12 Oct: The Leningrad Cowboys @ The
Hackney Ocean. Russian rock band from the cult
Akki Kawasmakkii film of the same name; could
be good could be crap.
19 Oct: Death in Vegas @ The Hackney Ocean.
Dance/industrial ensemble responsible for the
cracking good album 'The Cortino sessions'. New
album out last month yet to be heard.
21 Oct: Glenn Tilbrook @ Shepherds Bush
Empire. Squeeze song smith/vocalist on his own.
27 Oct: Peter Green + John Mayall @ Fairfield
Halls, Croydon. Currently awaiting ticket price, so
I'm wondering if this will go ahead.
27-28 Oct: Queens of the Stone Age @ The
Forum. American rock band promoting their
'Songs for the deaf' album.
28-30 Oct: Supergrass @ Shepherds Bush
Empire. Great band, good venue!
1 Nov: ZZ TOP @ Hammersmith Apollo. Expect
furry guitars, long beards, rocking tunes and

ACE CAFÉ
Saturday October 19th
BILLY FURY MEMORIAL NIGHT
'Halfway To Paradise' Billy Fury Memorial Night.
Featuring THE FLAMES and DJ's BIG BEAT
KRIS and STU WILD WAX Specially invited
guests include: Jet Harris, P.J. Proby, Mick
Green, Vince Eager, Billie Davis, Shakin' Stevens,
Tommy Bruce, Colin Gold, Earl Sheridan, Duffy
Power, Terry Dene, Brian Gregg, Randal Lee
Rose, Chas McDevitt, Johnny Gentle, Carlo Little,
Julian X, Beaky, Clem Cattini, Gerry Marsden,
John Leyton, Mick O'Donnell, Danny Rivers and
many others. Entrance £10. (Proceeds towards
the Billy Fury Bronze Statue Fund)
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The Ace Café is situated on Ace Corner, North
Circular Road, Stonebridge, London, NW10 7UD
Ace Corner is the junction of Beresford Avenue
and the old North Circular Road; this runs parallel
with the New Circular Road, between the A40 and
the A404 (Harrow Road).

of Bear Family issues, both in music and
production values.
The details are:
(UK) Castle Records, Vinyl single (in picture
sleeve) CMNO7581 Rock, Pretty Mama (Quincy
cut)/Hot Dog
Compact Disc CMROD581 'Rockin' Thru The
Years 1955 - 2002'
Rock, Pretty Mama (Quincy single cut) / True Love Will
Come Your Way / You Heard Knocking / You Gotta
Have A Duck Tail / Walking Star / That's My Baby /
Return Of The All American Boy / The Fun House /
Blue Eyed Ella / Darling Take My Hand / Tender Years
/ Rock, Pretty Mama (alt. Quincy session cut) / Tattle
Tale / Born To Be A Loser / Sleep Baby Sleep / Rip
Van Winkle / You Satisfy / Holding Hands / Are You
Mad At Me / Silly Feeling / Keep The Flag Flying / Bird
Dog / Honey Bee / Hey Jesus / Rockabilly Special /
Introduction by Billy Block / You Heard Me Knocking
(live) / Rock, Pretty Mama (live)

Ace Cafe London Telephone 020 8961 1000
Open Weekdays 8.00am to 11pm and
Weekends 8.00am 'till late

As will be seen, this CD covers Billy's Rock’n’Roll
output from 1955 through to 2002 and there are
some real stomping class cuts therein. All titles
have been remastered and have never sounded
better. This is a mid-priced issue and I believe
should
sell
for
around
£9.00
(UK).
Recommended for any Rock’n’Roll fan.

Keith says “Be there or be an equally
sided rectangle!”

   







September 6, 1957: An 80-day tour called The
Biggest Show Of Stars For 1957 began on this
date with two shows (7:30 and 10:00 p.m.) at the
Syria Mosque in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The
artists advertised included: Fats Domino,Frankie
Lymon, La Vern Baker, Buddy Holly and the
Crickets, Chuck Berry, Clyde McPhatter, the
Spaniels, the Drifters, the Everly Brothers, Paul
Anka, the Bobbettes, Johnnie and Joe, Buddy
Knox and Jimmy Bowen, and Paul Williams and
his orchestra, among others. Some acts, including
Buddy Holly and the Crickets, joined this tour on
September 9th as they were still performing at the
Alan Freed Holiday Show at the Paramount
Theater in New York. On October 15th, Eddie
Cochran, Buddy Knox, Jimmy Bowen, and the
Rhythm Orchids were added while the Bobbettes,
Johnny and Joe, and the Spaniels left. The
Diamonds joined the tour on October 31st.
Source: Bill Griggs - www.rockin50s.com

You too can go from
THIS
to
THIS

at the press of a button!

Dr Dale’s AMAZING “Hair Houdini”
Never be bald again – a quick spray before you leave
home in the morning and any slaphead can be
transformed into a hirsute hunk.
Only available from Woody’s World of Wonders Ltd
£16.95 per can – good for 24 applications.







Mickey Newbury
From
the
Mickey
Newbury
forum
(www.mickeynewbury.com): "Mickey Newbury
died in his sleep and at peace last night (9/29).
For these past years, he has fought with great
courage against a relentless disease, and his
body finally wore out last night. His spirit now
soars free. He was always in good cheer, keeping
the pain and struggle out of sight from us. Now he
has no pain and sleeps in ease and peace. He will
be missed by all." Everybody get out the superior
and original version of 'American Trilogy', put it on
the record deck and remember what a great talent
he was.

Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
Billy Adams CD
Can I advise you of a 'new' Billy Adams CD and
vinyl single that are about to be released by
Sanctuary here in the UK - at the risk of being
accused of spamming? I was involved in writing
the liner notes (along with Stuart Colman) and the
discography (with Bo Berglind) for this project and
boy has the end result turned out good. I honestly
feel that the CD release is up there with the best
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Lloyd E. "Butch" Phillips - (of Del Vikings)
Crikey, another up there in the great cotton field in
the sky.
Lloyd E. "Butch" Phillips, 56, of Wappingers Falls,
died on Friday, September 20, 2002 at Mt. Sinai
Hospital in New York City. A one year resident of
Wappingers Falls, he had previously resided in
New York City. He was employed as a Blaster and
Drill Runner for Local 9, Drillmasters Union and he
retired in 1990. He was a member of the Doo
Wop Group - The Del Vikings in New York City.
Born on August 27, 1946 in New York, he was the
son of Kenneth H. and Irma Adell Halsey Phillips.
He received his B.A. Degree with Honors, from
The College of New Rochelle. In 1974 in New
York, he married Eileen B. Rasulo. Mrs. Phillips
survives at home. He is also survived by a
daughter, Anna of Germantown and a son, Robert
of Hyde Park.





Homer "Bill" Callahan dies at 90 in Dallas
Singer helped create 'Big D Jamboree'
09/13/2002
By MARIO TARRADELL / The Dallas Morning
News
Homer Callahan - half of the Callahan Brothers,
who launched Dallas' country variety show the Big
D Jamboree in the 1940s - died Thursday of
congestive heart failure. He was 90. Mr. Callahan,
a North Carolina native, died in Dallas, where he
lived part of the year with his son, Buddy
Callahan. With brother Walter, using the stage
names Bill and Joe Callahan, he founded the Big
D Jamboree after the pair moved to Dallas to
perform on KRLD. Initially titled Texas Jamboree,
it was renamed and broadcast from the old
Sportatorium on Industrial Boulevard.
The popular show drew thousands every Saturday
night and featured top artists such as Roy Acuff,
Ernest Tubb and a young Elvis Presley. After
selling their share of the Jamboree in the early
'50s, the Callahan Brothers went to Hollywood to
make Western movies. They eventually came
back to Dallas and continued to perform. The
brothers sang close- harmony country duets
during a recording career that spanned 20 years.
They tried to evolve with country music's
mainstream sound but never adopted Nashville's
smooth countrypolitan style of the '60s. Brother
Walter quit show business, moved back to
Asheville, N.C., and died there in 1971. Homer
continued performing and for a while managed the
late country legend Lefty Frizzell. Son Buddy,
grandsons Kelly and Michael, and five greatgrandchildren survive Mr. Callahan. Funeral
arrangements are pending.



Paul Williams
Here's a snippet from Dave Penney:
Sad news concerning the death of R&B
bandleader:NEW YORK, Sept 25 2002 (Reuters) - Jazz
saxophonist and band leader Paul Williams,
whose 1949 Rhythm and Blues hit, "The HuckleBuck," was covered by Frank Sinatra, has died,
his former record label said on Wednesday. He
was 87. Savoy Jazz released a statement saying
Williams had died of cardiac arrest on Sept. 14
and a funeral service was held on Sept. 20, in
Harlem. Williams scored one of the first big hits of
the R&B era in 1949 with "The Huckle-Buck,"
based on Charlie Parker's "Now's the Time." It
was the biggest-selling record in the Savoy label's
60-year history, topping the R&B charts for 14
weeks, and spawned vocal versions by Sinatra
and others.
"The Huckle-Buck" was one of three Top 10 and
five Top 20 R&B hits Williams scored for Savoy in
1948 and 1949. Other Top 10 hits were "35-30" in
1948 and "Walkin' Around" in 1949. Williams was
later part of Atlantic Records' house band in the
'60s and directed the Lloyd Price and James
Brown orchestras until 1964. After leaving the
music business temporarily, he opened a booking
agency in New York in 1968. Born July 13, 1915,
in Birmingham, Alabama, Williams played with
Clarence Dorsey in 1946, and then made his
recording debut with King Porter in 1947 for
Paradise before forming his own band later that
year. Saxophonists Noble "Thin Man" Watts and
Wild Bill Moore, trumpeter Phil Guilbeau, and
vocalists Danny Cobb, Jimmy Brown, Joan Shaw,
and Connie Allen were among Williams' band
members. He is survived by sons, Earl and Eric,
and a daughter, Erin.
Let's all give "The Hucklebuck" a spin and raise a
glass to the memory of one of the progenitors of
rock 'n' roll...and if it should start a little movement
in the sacroiliac - so much the better!











Juvey Gomez
It is with sadness I pass on to you all the news
that Juvey Gomez has died of a heart attack in
Dallas today. He was a charming, modest man
and a very talented musician. He was also heavily
involved in trying to get recognition for the
contribution his people ("they call us Hispanic but I
call us Mexicans") have made in the history of
Texas. Our only consolation for another good man
gone is that Gene now has a full band line-up in
Rock 'N' Roll Heaven. Let's all play some tracks
from the March '58 sessions today as our small
memorial to the late Blue Cap?
A gentle reminder that Juvey played on the
famous Capitol Tower sessions which featured
Eddie Cochran on backing vocals. The last track
he played on was "Now Is The Hour"...
Derek Henderson, Spent Brothers Productions,
Southampton, Hants UK







'Tales From The Web'
If you wanna take a look, the web address is;



www.tftw.freeuk.com
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Houserockers - Gig Guide

Opportunity – Murray Robinson

Try their website at www.houserockers.co.uk

Way Down/Views – Darren Vidler

October 2002

Rooster – Dickie Tapp

Friday 18th

Rockin Ranch House Jamboree

Blue Eyed Soul – Bill Millar

Fort San Antone, Great Birchwood Country Pk
Lytham Rd, Warton, Preston, Lancs

Only Sci-Fi – John Howard



Book Reviews – Neil Foster

Friday 25th

The Catapult Club
Amersham Arms, 388 New Cross Road, London

October Observations – Lee Wilkinson

November 2002

Jackie Wilson/CDs/Show – Brian Clark



Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll

Friday 1st

Seven Stars

Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade

Maidstone Road, Foots Cray, Sidcup, Kent
Great Pub for live bands where everyone gets into the
music!

Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson



Pix – Paul Harris

Saturday 2nd

The Station Hotel

Website – FatBellyPeat

South Nutfield
A good attendance by a mainly rockin' crowd. Another
great venue to see bands.

Man of Mystery – ‘H’



Paperclip Monitor – Tina

Thursday 7th



Madisons
148 Main Road, Biggin
Hill Danny Fisher and The Houserockers
NOTE: Table must be reserved for entry



Friday 8







If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;
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‘Tales from the Woods’

The Five Bells
75 Bromley Common, Bromley, Kent

care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA



Sunday 10th

Carshalton Ex-Servicemen’s Club
West Street, Carshalton, Surrey



Friday 15th

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941

Ruskin House
Corner of Park Lane/Coombe Road, Croydon, Surrey

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to



TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Friday 22nd

Ain't Nothin’ But

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

Kingley Street, London


Saturday 23rd



Prince of Wales
High Street, Strood, Kent
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